


0 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 0 
(Read ttlese precautiom before using.) 

When  using  Mitsubishi  equipment, thoroughly read this  manual  and  the  associated  manuals  introduced  in 
this manual. Also pay  careful  attention to safety  and  handle  the  module  properly. 
These precautions  apply  only  to  Mitsubishi  equipment. Refer to  the CPU module use’s  manual for  a  de- 
scription of the PC system  safety  precautions. 
These 0 SAFEPl PRECAUTIONS 0 classify  the  safety  precautions  into two categories: “DANGER’’ and 
‘CAUTION”. 

Procedures which may lead to a  dangerous condition and  cause  death I 

’ Procedures  which  may  lead to a  dangerous condition and  cause  superfi- I 
I cia1 to medium  injury,  or  physical  damage  only, if not carried  out  properly. I 

I 

~,,,,,,,,,,--------------,,,,,,,,,,,,J 

Depending  on  circumstances,  procedures  indicated  by A CAUTION may  also  be  linked  to  serious 
results.  In  any case, it is  important  to  follow  the  directions  for usage. 
Store  this  manual in a  safe  place so that  you  can  take it out and read it whenever  necessary.  Always 
forward it to  the  end user. 

[DESIGN PRECAUTIONS] 

0 A malfunction  in  the GOT main  module,  communication  module,  bus  connection  module,  com- 
munication cable, and  bus  connection  cable  may  keep  the  output ON or OFF. Add a circuit  to 
externally  monitor  the output which  could  lead  to  a serious accident. 
An accident may occur  by  a false output or a  malfunction. 

0 If  a  communication error  (including  by  a  disconnected cable) occurs while the monitor is running 
on  the GOT, the  communication  between  the GOT and  the PC CPU is  interrupted,  and  the GOT 
stops running. 
When using  the  bus  connection: PC  CPU goes  down and the GOT stops running. 
When not  using  the  bus  connection: GOT is  not operational. 
For a system  configuration  using  a GOT, design  the  system  such  that  the  crucial  switching  to  the 
system is performed  by  the  equipment other  than the GOT with  the  assumption  that  a  communi- 
cation  error  could  occur  in  the GOT. 
An accident  may  occur  by  a false output or a malfunction. 



I 

0 Regardless  the  touch-switch fwwticm is setorn~t, w)sentnndt@le touch  switches (two places  or 
more) are  pressed.simultaneously as shown  in  the  following  diagram,  the GOT is  designed  to 
execute a pre-defined operation of the touch switch if a touch switch  function is deMci at the 
fourth vertex  of the rectangle. 

When three touch swiches are Dressed: When  four touch swiches are Dressed:  When  four touch swiches are Dressed: 

: Indicates touches position. 0 : Indicates the switch recognized by the GOT. 

# : Indicates a touch switch. : Indicates the touch switch that executes the set action. 

When multiple  touch  switches are pressed simuttaneously under the  conditions  described above, 
make  sure that the system works safely by carefully considahg  the location of each touch switch 
function  and  adding an interlock  circuit  to  the  write  device using a  sequence  program,  etc. 
A malfunction  might  cause  a  breakdown,  accident,  or damage to  the  machine. 

ACAUTDN- 
communication  cables and bus connection cables with  the main circuit or 

power wires, or  install them close  to  each other. They should be installed lo0 mm (3.9 inch) or 
more  from  each  other, Failure to  do so may  result in noise  that would cause malfunctioning. 

[INSTALIATION PRECAUTIONS] 

ACAUTION 
0 Make sure to  switch  all phases of the external GOT's power  supply off before  installing or remov- 

ing  the GOT main  module  to/from  the base. 
If you  do  not  switch off the  external  power  supply, it will  cause  failure  or  malfunction of the 
module. 

0 Make sure to  switch all  phases  of the external GOT's power  supply off before  mounting or remov- 
ing  the  power  supply  module,  communication  module,  bus  conectbn module, optional  module, 
memory cassette,  and  memory card  to/from  the GOT main  module. 
If  you  do  not  switch off the  external  power  supply, it will  cause  failure  or  malfunction  of  the 
module. 

0 Make  sure to  switch  all  phases of the  external GOT and PC CPU side  power  supply off before 
connecting  the  communication  cable  and  bus  connection  cable  to  the  communication  module 
and  bus  connection  module. 
If you  do  not  switch off the  external  power  supply, it will  cause  failure  or  malfunction of the 
module. 



r ACAUTION 
0 Use the GOT in the  environment  given in the  general  specifications of the GOT User's Manual. 

Using the GOT wtside the range of the general  specifications  may  result in electric shock, fire or 
malfunctioning, or may damage or degrade  the  module. 

0 Tighten  the  attachment  screws  for  installing  the GOT main  module  to  the  base  within  the range of 
specified toque. 
If the  attachment  screws are  loose, it may  result  in  fallout,  short  circuits, or malfunctions. 
Tightening the attachment  screwes  too  far  may  cause damages to  the screws and/or the module, 
resulting  in  fallout,  short  circuits, or malfunctions. 

0 When  using a  bus  connection,  bus  connection  cables  should  be securely connected  to  the  con- 
nectors of the  bus  connection  module,  bus  connector  conversion  module,  and  base  unit. After 
connecting  the  connector,  check  to make sure they are securely tightened and not loose. Defec- 
tive  contact  could  cause  a  false  input and  output. 

0 The communication  cable  should be connected  securely  to  the  connector  on  the  communica- 
tions  module  and PC CPU side.  After connecting  the  connector,  check  to  make  sure  they are 
securely tightened  and  not loose. Defective  contact  could  cause  a false input and  output. 

0 When the  power  supply  module,  communication  module,  bus  connection  module,  and  the op- 
tional  module are installed to  the GOT main  module,  attach  them to  the GOT attachment  part  by 
aligning to  the  screw guide, then  tighten  the  module  fixed  screws  within  the  range of specified 
torque. 
If  the  module  fixed  screws are loose, it may result  in fallout, short  circuits, or matfunctions. 
Tightening  the  module  fixed  screws  too  far may cause  damages to the  screws  and/or  the  mod- 
ule, resulting in fallout,  short  circuits, or malfunctions. 

0 Make  sure  the memory cassette and  memory card are installed  securely  in  their  connector.  After 
connecting  the  connector,  check  to make  sure  they are securely tightened and not loose. Defec- 
tive  contact  coule cause malfunctions. 

WIRING PRECAUTIONS] 

0 Make sure to  switch all phases  of  the  external GOT'S power  supply off before beging  wiring work. 
If you  do  not  switcn off the  external  power  supply, it will  cause  electric  shock,  malfunction,  or 
damage to  the module. 

I 



&A;r;mON 
0 The ffi-and LG terminals  should &ways be grounded using the class-3 or higher grounding 

designed specta#y for  the GOT. Fpllm t o  ground ttm8 teminals may c w ~ e  electric  shock  or 
malfunctions. 

0 When wiring the GOT’S power supply module, check the rated voltage and terminal layout of the 
wiring, and make  sure the  wiring  is  done  correctly.  Connecting  a  power  supply that differs from 
the  rated  voltage  or  wiring it incorreotly  may <)awe fire  or failure. 

0 Tighten the GOT power  supply module’s terminel solews within  the range of specifred toque. If 
the  terminal  screws are loose, it  may  result in f a k u t ,  short circuits, or malfunctions. Tightening 
the  terminal  screws  too  far  may  cause  damages  to  the  screws  and/or  the  module,  resulting in 
fallout,  short  circuits, or malfunctions. 

0 When wiring the power  supply module of the GOT, be careful  that  foreign  objects,  such as chips 
from  the  braided  shield  and  wiring  scraps,  don’t get caught in the GOT main  module,  power 
supply  module,  communication  module,  bus  connection  module,  and  the  optional  module. 
These can cause fire, failure  or  malfunctions. 

[PRECAUTDNS WHEN  PERFORMING THE  TEST  OPERATION] 

0 Read the  manual  carefully  and  fully  understand  the  operation  before  the  test  operation (OWOFF 
of bit devices, modifying current value of a  word device, modifying timer/counter  setting, modify- 
ing  the  current value, or  modifying  the  current  value  of  a  buffer  memory) of the  user  created 
monitor screen, system  monitor,  special module  monitor,  and  circuit  monitor. 
In  addition,  never  modify  data  in  a test operation  to a device  which  performs  a  crucial  operation 
to  the system. 
It may cause  an accident  by  a false output  or  malfunction. 

CSTARTING AND MAlNTENANCE  PRECAUTIONS] 

0 Do not touch the terminals  while the  power  is on. Doing so may cause  electric  shock  or  malfunc- 
tion. 

0 Make  sure to  switch  all  phases  of  the  external GOT’S power  supply  off  before  cleaning  or  re- 
tightening  terminal screws. If  you  do  not  switch  off  the external  power  supply, it will cause  elec- 
tric  shock. If the terminal  screws are loose, it may result in fallout,  short  circuits, or malfunctions. 
Tightening  the  terminal  screws  too  far may cause  damages to  the  screws  and/or  the  module, 
resulting  in  fallout,  short  circuits, or malfunctions. 



A CAUTION 
0 Never disassemble or modify  the GOT main  module,  power  supply  modue,  communication  mod- 

ule, optional  module, memory  cassette,  and  memory  card.  This  may  cause  failure, malfunctions, 
injury,  and/or fire. 

0 Don’t  touch  the  conductive  parts  and  electronic  parts of the GOT main  module,  power  supply 
module,  communication  module,  optional  module,  or  the  memory  cassette  directly. This  may 
cause  the  module to  malfunction or failure. 

0 Bacause  they  are  made  of  resin,  don’t  drop  or  given  a  strong  shock to  the GOT main  module, 
power  supply  module,  communication  module,  optional  module,  and memory  cassette. 
This may cause  failure. 

[DISPOSAL  PRECAUTIONS] 

A CAUTION 
I 0 When disposing of this  product,  treat it as industrial waste. I 
[PRECAUTIONS  WHEN  REPLACING  THE  BACKLIGHT1 

0 Make  sure to  switch  all  phases of the  external GOT’s power  supply off (When the GOT is  con- 
nected  to  a bus, turn off the PC’s CPU power)  before  replacing the  backlight,  and  first  remove  the 
GOT main  module  from  the panel. If  you  do  not  switch off the external  power  supply, it will cause 
electric  shock. If left  in  the panel, the GOT could  fall  and cause  an  injury. 

ACAUTION 
0 Do not  touch  the GOT’s circuit  board or electronic  components  when  replacing  the  backlight. 

Doing so could cause  failure or malfunction. 
0 Be  sure to  take  the  following  precautions when  replacing  the TFT backlight (A8GT-70LTT). 

Wear gloves or finger socks when  replacing  the  backlight. 
This may cause  an  injury. 
Replace  the  backlight  after  waiting 5 or  more  minutes  after  turning  the GOT’s power off. The 
heat  from  the  backlight  can cause  bums. 

[PRECAUTIONS  WHEN  DISPOSING  THE  BACKLIGHT] 

A CAUTION 
0 When disposing  the  backlight,  treat it as industrial waste. 
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Introduction 
Thank  you for purchasing  the  Mitsubishi  Graphic  Operation  Terminal. 
Before  using the equipment,  please readthis manual carefully to develop  full  familiarity with the functions and 
performance of the  graphic  operation  terminal  you  have  purchased, so as to enswe correct  use. 
Please  forward  a  copy  of this manual to the  end  user. 
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About the Manuals 
The  following product manuals  are  available.  Please  use  this  table  as  a  reference to request the 
appropriate  manual as  necessary. 

Retated Manuals 

Manual Name 

SW2NIW-A8GOTP Graphic  Settings Software Package  Operating  Manual 
Introductory Manual) 
This  manual is designed for the first-time user  of the A870GOT. It describes 
how to create  monitor  screens  with the A8GOTP, how to send monitor  data 
to the A870GOT, and what the various  screen  displays  mean. 

(Included in the Same package.) 

SW2NlW-A8GOTP Graphic  Settings  Software  Package  Operating  Manual 
Startup Manual) 
This  describes the configuration of the A8GOTP  system,  precautions  regard- 
ing the configuration,  and the specifications of the various  functions, as  well 
as the installation procedures, startup procedures, screen configurations, 
and  basic  operation  procedures. 

(Included in the same  package.) 

SW2NIW-A8GOTP Graphic  Settings  Software  Package  Operating  Manual 
,Monitor  Screen  Creation  Manual) 
This describes procedures for  creating monitor screens, monitor functions 
that  can be used  with the A870GOT, procedures for  setting  the  monitor  func- 
tions,  precautions to be observed  when  creating  monitor  screens,  and pre- 
cautions to be observed  when  appropriating  conventional GOT monitor  data 
for  use  with the A870GOT. 

(Included in the same package.) 

3W2NIW-A8GOTP Graphic  Settings  Software  Package  Operating Manual 
‘Data Transmission/Debugging/Document Creation Manual) 
This  manual  describes the following  items. 
(1) Procedures  for  downloading  project  data to the A870GOT and  uploading 

(2) Procedures  for  installing  the  operating  system  in the A870GOT 
(3) Procedures  for  using the A8GOTP  as a  virtual  PC  and  for  debugging the 

(4) Procedures for outputting created monitor data as a completed docu- 

(Included in the same package.) 

data  from the A870GOT 

A870GOT 

ment 

4870/A850/A851  GOT  Graphic  Operation  Terminal  Operating  Manual 
:Expanded  Functions  Manual) 
This  manual describes the operation procedures for  using  system  monitor 
functions,  monitor  functions  for  special  function  modules,  and  the  dedicated 
monitor  screens  used with the circuit  monitor functions. 

(Included in the same package.) 

48GT-MCAM  Memory  Cassette  with  Built-in  Circuit  Monitoring  Function 
Jser’s Manual 
This manual explains how to install the  circuit  monitor  cassette in the 
A870GOT. 

48GT-RS4 RS-422 Serial Communication  Module User’s Manual 
:Hardware  Manual) 
This  manual describes the names  and settings for the various parts of the 
interface module, and how to install  it in the A870GOT. 

Manual No. 
(Model Code) 

IB-66679 
(1 3J900) 

IB-66680 
(13J901) 

IB-66681 
(1 3J902) 

16-66682 
(1 3J903) 

16-66683 
(1 3J904) 

1866634 
(1 3J831) 

16-66635 
(1 3J832) 
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Manual  No. 
Manual  Name (Model Code) 

A7GT-BUS Bus Connection  Interface  Module User’s Manual  18-66556 
(Hardware  Manual) (1 3JE92) 
This describes the specifications of the bus connection  module , the  names 
of parts, and  how to enter  settings. 

A7GT-BUSS Bus Connection  Interface  Module User’s Manual IB-66760 
(Hardware  Manual) (1 3JL07) 
This  describes the specifications  of the bus connection module, the names 
of parts,  and  how to enter  settings. 

(Included  in the A7GT-BUSS.) 

A7GT-BUS2S Multidrop Bus  Connection  Interface  Module User’s Manual IB-66761 
(Hardware  Manual) (1 3JL08) 
This describes the specifications of the multidrop bus connection module, 
the names  of  parts,  and how to enter  settings. 

(Included in the A7GT-BUS2S.) 

A8GT-70PRF  Printer  Interface  Module User’s Manual  (Hardware Manual)  18-66706 
This  describes the specifications of the A8GT-70PRF  printer  interface mod- (1 3J867) 
ule,  and  how to enter  settings etc. 

(Included  in the A8GT-70PRF.) 

A8GT-70KBF  Operation Panel Interface  Module User’s Manual 
(Hardware  Manual) 
This describes the specifications, the name  of parts,  installation  method,  and 
external  dimensions  diagram  when  using the module. 

(Included in the A8GT-70KBF.) 

A8GT-RS4  Serial  Communication  Module User’s Manual 
This describes the specifications, the name  of parts, installation  method,  and 
external  dimensions  diagram  when  using the module. 

(Included in the A8GT-RS4.) 

18-66769 
(1 3JL17) 

18-66764 
(1 3JL11) 

A8GT-PW24  Power  Supply  Module User’s Manual  (Hardware  Manual) IB-66707 
This describes the specifications, the name  of parts,  installation  method,  and (I 3J868) 
external  dimensions  diagram  when  using  the  module. 

(Included  in the A8GT-PW24.) 

A7GT-J71AP23/R23  Data  Link  Module User’s Manual IB-66438 
This  manual  contains  the  specifications  for the MELSECNET (11) Optical  Data (1 3JE26) 
Link  Module/MELSECNET (11) Coaxial  Data  Link  Module,  as  well  as  the  names 
and  settings  for the various parts. 

A7GT-J71  AT23B  Data  Link  Module User’s Manual 
This contains  the  specifications  for  the MELSECNET/B  Data  Link  Module,  as 
well  as the names  and  settings  for the various parts. 

18-66439 
(13JA81) 

A7GT-J71  LP23/BR13 Network Module User’s Manual  18-66558 
This  manual contains the specifications  for  the  MELSECNET/lO  Optical Loop (1  3JE94) 
Network Module/MELSECNET/lO  Coaxial Bus Network Module, as  well  as 
the names  and  settings  for the various parts. 

MELSECNET,  MELSECNE-T/B Data  Link  System  Reference  Manual IB-66350 
This  manual  contains  an  overview  of the MELSECNET (11) and MELSECNET/  (1  3JF70) 
B, as  well  as the specifications,  names of parts, and the various settings. 



Manual  Name 
Manual  No. 

(Model Code) 

MELSECNET/10 Network System  Reference  Manual  (For PC F4etwok.s) 

specifications,  names of parts, and the settings. 
(WE331 This manual contains an  overview of the MELSECNET/lO, along with the 
16-66440 

Calculator LinW Multidrop Link  Module User’s Manual 
(Calculator Link Functions/Printer  Functions Manual) 
This  manuat describes the module settings, wiring, programming, trouble- 
shooting procedures, and other  information  concerning  communication  with 
peripheral equipment using the dedicated protocol, the no-protocol mode 
and the bi-directional mode for the calculator  link  module,  as  well as printer 
functions. 
This  manual can be used  with the fdlowing calculator  link  modules : 

MCCPUC24, MCCPUC24-F%F, and AlSCPUC24-R2 
A1 SJ71  UC24-R2, A1 SJ71  UC24-R4, A1 SJ71  UC24-PRF,  AJ71  UC24, 

SH-3511 
(1 3x77)  

AJ71 UC24 Calculator Link/ Multidrop Link  Module  User’s  Manual 
(Hardware Manual) 
This  manual  explains the system  configuration  when  using the module, the 
module specifications, and the names of parts and the settings, and con- 
tains  diagrams  of the external  dimensions. 

18-66559 
(13JE95) 

A1 SJ71  UC24-R4  Calculator Link/ Multidrop Link  Module User’s Manual 
(Hardware  Manual) 
This  manual  explains the system  configuration  when  using the module , the 
module specifications, and the names of par-ts and the settings, and con- 
tains  diagrams of the external  dimensions. 



7. Overview MELSEC GOT 

This  manual  describes  the  specifications,  handling  procedures,  and  utility  functions  for  the  A87OGOT 
Graphic  Operation  Terminal  (hereafter  abbreviated as  GOT). 

1 .I Features 
The  GOT can be used as  an electronic operation panel in which all functions carried out on 
conventional operation panels can be done on a monitor screen, including switch operations, 
lamp  displays,  data  display,  and  message  displays. 

Other  functions  which  can  be  done  with  the GOT are  circuit  monitoring  of  the  PC  CPU,  monitoring  and 
changing  device  data,  and  monitoring  and  changing  the  buffer  memory of the  special  functions  module. 

[Ih Three  types of display  modules  available,  to  match  user  specifications 

There  are  three types of  display  modules  available,  a 2-color EL model , an 8-color STN 
liquid crystal color model, and 15-color TFT liquid crystal color model. The  differences 
between  these two models are shown  below. The  user  can  select  whichever  model  best 
fits the specifications at hand. 

I 
Item 

Display  colors 

Resolution 

I 
I Display  size 

1 No. of touch keys *I 

1 I screens 

A8GT-70GOT-EW 
A8GT-70GOT-TB A8GT-70GOT-SB  A8GT-70GOT-EB 
A8GT-70GOT-TW A8GT-70GOT-SW 

(EL 1 CTm (STN) 
~ I I 

2 colors 
(yellow/orange  and  black) I 8  colors 1 I 5 colors 

~ 

640 x 400 dots I 640 x 480 dots 

120 mm (4.7 inch) (verticaO 158 mm (6.2 inch)  (vertical) 

256 points max. 

209 points max. 

*1, This  is the number  that  can be specified at the minimum  resolution (1 6 dots x1 6 dots). 

a Use of free-location  touch  keys 

Touch  keys  can be freely positioned at  any location, in 1 -dot units. In addition, the mini- 
mum module  for the key  size  is  the width of one full-width character (1 6 dots x 16 dots). 
This  gives the user  greater  freedom  in  creating  monitor  screens. 

GOT CPU contains  a  32-bit RISC*' chip 

The  GOT  contains a 32-bit RISC chip,  which is used  in  combination  with  a 32-bit local  bus 
for high-speed  processing.  This  significantly  reduces  the  amount  of  time  required to switch 
monitor  screens,  refresh  data  displays,  and  for touch keys to respond. 

*I RISC: Reduced  Instruction Set Computer 

1 - 1  
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Improved  maintenance  access  and  resistance  to cwprir#mantJtw I 

The  GOT  is equipped  with  backlights  that use a  liquid  crystal  display  and are  designed 
so that  they can be replaced by the user. (A replacement backlight is  available  as  an 
option.) In addition, the GOT  is configured of a main  display module, a power supply 
module, and a communications module which connect to the PC  CPU.  This  modular 
configuration  makes  maintenance much easier  when  required by any of the modules. 

Main  display  module - 

Power supply module 

151] Accommodating  diverse  connection  configurations  such  as bus connections  and 
MELSECNET connections 

In  addition  to bus connections  which  enable  high-speed  communications,  the  following  are 
also  possible.  This  provides  the  user  with  unlimited  flexibility  in  system  configuration. 
The connection  interface  required  depends on the configuration  being  used. 

Bus  connection MELSECNET connection CPU direct  connection 
Calculator  link  connection  (RS-422  communication) MELSEC-FX  series connection 
Omron R C  connection Microcomputer  connection 

@ Bus  connections  (requires  the A7GT-BUS/A7GT-BUS2/A7GT-BUSS, A7GT-BUS2S 
I/F module) 
This  configuration  offers  the  fastest  PC  CPU  response  speed.  If a large-sized  PC  CPU  is 
connected,  the GOT  can  be  installed up  to 36.6 m (1 20  feet)  from  the  main  base.  With a 
smaller  PC  CPU, the GOT  can  be  installed  as  far as 30m (98 feet)  from  the  main  base.  In 
addition,  up to three  GOT  modules  can  be  connected to  a single  PC  CPU.  (There  may be 
times  when  only two GOT  modules  can be connected,  depending  on  the  type  of PC  CPU.) 

Required  interface  module - - a . I  A7GT-BUS,  A7GT-BUS2/A7GT-BUSS,  A7GT-BUS2S 

-Connecting to a  large-sized PC  CPU 

Connecting several  GOT modules . Connecting  one GOT  at more than 6.6 m  (22  feet) 

t 
MAX 6.6m 
( 2 2  feet) 

t MAX m 

T 

When 3 GOT mod- 
ules  are  being con- 
nected,  the  first  one 
must  always be po- 
sitioned  within 6.6 
m (22 feet). 

T 
I 

L 
MAX 6.6m 
(22 feet) 

A7GT-CNB (if the GOT is positioned 

1 - 2  
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r Connecting to a  small-sized  PC  CPU 

Connecting several  GOT modules  Connecting  one GOT 

MAX 6rn 

0 T 
When 3 GOT 
units  are  being MAX 3 h  
connected,  the (98 feet) 
first one  must al- 
ways be posi- 
tioned  within 6 m 
(20 feet). 

1 

t 
MAX 6rn 

MAX 30m 
(98 feet) 

1 
@ MELSECNET  connections 

This  sewes as  a  local station for  a  data  link  system, or an  ordinary station for  a net- 
work  system,  enabling  several  GOT  modules to  be connected to one  system. 

Required  interface  module ...,,... A7GT-J71AP23,  A7GT-J71AR23 
A7GT-J71AT23B  data  link  module 

oop configuration 

A7GT-J71  LP23,  A7GT-J71  BR13  network  module 

@ Calculator  link  connections 

The  GOT can  be  connected to a  calculator  link  module  in  a  1 -to-1 configuration, 
enabling  connection of  several  GOT modules to one  system. 

Required  interface  module:  A8GT-RS4  serial  communication  module 

1 - 3  
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@ CPU  direct  connections 

This  is  the  most  economical  connection,  requiring  only an RS-422  cable. 

Required  interface  module:  A8GT-RS4  serial  communication  module 

@ MELSEC-FX  series connection 

Connection  with  the  MELSEC-FX  series  directly  and  monitoring  can  be  implemented. 

Required  interface  module ...... A8GT-RS4  serial  communication  module. 

@ Connection of PLC  made by Omron  Corp. 

Connection  with  PLC  made  by  Omron  Corp. (RS-422 communication)  and  monitor- 
ing can be implemented. 

Required  interface  module.. . . ..A8GT-RS4  serial  communication  module. 

@ Microcomputer  connection 

Connection  with  microcomputer  board  or  personal  computer  (RS-422  communica- 
tion) and  monitoring  can  be  implemented. 
While  connected to microcomputer,  the  expansion  function  cannot be used. 

Required  interface  module. ..... A8GT-RS4  serial  communication  module. 

Device  data area 1 
DlOO OOOA 

7 Write/Read  command 
4 

Internal  memory 

Dl63 0362 

02047 

Microcompute;  boad 
PLC 

1 - 4  



1. Overview MELSEC GOT 

Ish The following  are supported as standard features:  system  monitor  functions  for monitor- 
ing and changing PC  CPU  devices,  and  special  module  monitor  functions for monitoring 
and changing the buffer  memory of a  special  functions module 

System  monitor  functions ..... This  enables  monitoring of PC  CPU  devices  and  changes 
to set  values  and  current  values.  (With  the  QnACPU,  cer- 
tain  restrictions  apply to monitoring.) 

D  15 -2147483W DW 
D  10  -32767 

D  10  32767  D  18 -500 
D  11 0 D 19  3234 

x 001 0 
M 25 0 

D  12 0 D  20 
D  13 -1 D  21 

Y 70 

0 
0 

D 14 0 D  22 0 
D  15 

R 50 68378428  DW D  16 
3  D  23  -32768 
0 D  24 

D O  3  D 17 0 D  25 0 
0 

w 200 43 

[Productionline A ]  
1 PV BM 1120 

BM 1113  -1111 BM 1121 

[Production line C BM 1115 160 BM 1123 555 

[Production line D l  BM 1117 1200 BM 1125 11000 

I I 

Special  module  monitor  functions . . , . . . . . This  enables monitoring of  and  changes to the 
buffer  memories  on  approximately 200 system 
weens. 

1 - 5  
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f 

Circuit  monitor functions for  monitoring sequence  programs available as an  option 

By installing a circuit  monitor  cassette  in the GOT main  module,  circuit  monitor  functions 
can be used to monitor  sequence  programs.  (Monitoring  of the QnACPU is  not  possible.) 

i 

r 

TO 
7 

25 

warning I 

Screen  debugging  without  connecting  PC  CPU 

The graphics software supports a  screen debugging function, so screens can be de- 
bugged simply by connecting the GOT and computer, without connecting the PC  CPU. 

Changing  device  value - 

? 

r 

Y 

c 

c 
c 

f 
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Ish Worldwide access through rnutti-ianguage capability 

The  Unicode*2  system  is  used to enable  approximately 26,000 characters to be  used, 
making  it  possible to  accommodate languages  from  all  over the world,  including  Japa- 
nese,  Korea,  Chinese  (Mandarin),  English,  Italian,  and  French. 

*2 Unicode = a  standard  international  character code 

a Graphics software is easier  to use than  ever  before 

The  graphics  software  runs  on  Windows 3.1, Windows 9T3, so it  can be used  in  a  variety 
of development  environments. Both Japanese  and  English  can  be  used  on-screen. 

Through  Windows,  operation  is  easier  than  ever  before. 

In  addition,  a  panel  kit  library  significantly  reduces  the  amount of time  required to create 
screens. 

*3 Windows 3.1, Windows 95 is  a  registered  trademark of Microsoft  Corporation (US.). 

. 



When the GOT is  purchased,  it comes with a user's manual.  The  graphics  software also comes 
with five  operating  manuals.  Manuals  are  categorized  according to the purpose for which  they are 
used.  Please  read the manual that corresponds to your particular objective in  order to become 
familiar with the operations and functions of the software. 

A870GOT User's Manual 

Install  optional modules (communica- 
tions  module,  power  supply  module)  in 
the  GOT. 
Connect  the  GOT  and  the PC CPU. 

*. Fnd @ GOT  and  its 

*Setectarncdel. . 
maf 

A87oGOT User's 

SWPNIW-A8GOTP Operating  Manual 
A870GOT Operating  Manual 

SW2NIW-A8GOTP 
Operating 

I Install  the mhm software in the com- 

I puter. 
Start up the  graphics  software. 
Learn  fundamental  information  and  ba- 

I sic  operations  for  the  graphics  software. 

i J 

If1 Clock  display 

Clock  display 

Personal  computer 

( y d  Graphics  software 

Create  simple  graphics,  monitor  using 
the  GOT,  and learn the  flow of a  series 
of operations. 

SW2NIW-A8GOTP 
Operating 

Introductory manual 

1 - 8  
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Actually  create  screens  for  monitoring 
using  the GOT. 
Drawing  graphics 
Sprite  settings 
Edit  the  data  which  has  been created 

Monitor screen 

/ I  El l l  

Monitor  circuits. 
Monitor  the  system. 
Monitor  the  sDecial  module. 

SW2NIW-A8GOTP 
Operating 

Install  the OS program  and  communi- 

Download  created  graphics  to  the  GOT. 
Debug  grciphics  between  the  computer 

Create  data  documents. 

cations  driver  in  the GOT. 

and GOT. 

A870/A85ffiOT 
Operating - 
Expanded 
functions manual 

Circuit  monitor 

System  monitor 

I 1  - Special  module  monitor 

1 - 9  
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1.3 Abbreviations  and Symbols  Used in This Manual 
f 

(1)  GOT .................................................. This is the abbreviation for the A870G07 Graphic 
Operation  Terminal.  When  the  model  name  needs to 7 

be  made  explicit,  however,  “A870GOT”  may be used. I 

(2) OS This  is the  abbreviation  for  the  GOT  system  software. 
b 
L .................................................... 

(3)  Internal  memory ............................... This  is  the  abbreviation for the  memory  (flash  ROM) 1 

built into the GOT. v 

(4)  Memory  cassette ............................. This  refers to the  A8GT-MCAM circuit monitor  cas- 
sette. 

(5) Bus ................................................. ..This refers to the  A7GT-BUS connection interface 
module. 

(6) Bus  2 ................................................ This  refers to the A7GT-BUSS bus connection inter- 
face  module. 

(7)  BUSS ................................................ This  refers to the  A7GT-BUSS bus connection inter- 
face  module. 

(8)  BUS2S .............................................. This refers to the  A7GT-BUS2S  multidrop bus  con- 
nection  module. 

(9) Bus  connection  module ................... This  is  a  general  term  for the  A7GT-BUS,  A7GT-BUS2, 
A7GT-BUSS,  or  A7GT-BUS2S. 

(1 0) Calculator  link  module ...................... This  refers to the  AJ71  UC24  calculator  link  module 
and  the A1 SJ71  C24-R4  calculator  link  module. 

(1  1)  Data  link  module .............................. This  refers to the  A7GT-J71AP23,  A7GT-J71AR23, 
and  A7GT-J71AT23B  data  link  modules. 

(1 2) Network  module ............................... This  refers to the  A7GT-J71  LP23  and  A7GT-J71  BR13 
network  modules. 

(13) Serial  communications  module ......... This  refers to the  A8GT-RS4  serial  communications 
module. 

(1 4) Communications  module .................. This  refers to any module  used  for  communications, 
such as  a bus connection  module,  a  calculator  link 
module,  a  data  link  module,  a  network  module,  or a 
serial  communications  module. 

(1 5) Power  suppty  module ....................... This refers to the A8GT-PWEL  or the A8GT-PWST 
power  supply  module. 

(16) Backlight ........................................... This  refers to the  A8GT-70LTS  or  the A8GT-70Ll-T 
backlight. 

(1 7)  Protective  sheet ............................... This  refers to the  A8GT-70PSCE  or  A8GT-70PSCS 
transparent  protective  sheet,  and to the  A8GT-70PSNE 
or  A8GT-70PSNS  anti-reflection  protective  sheet. 

(1  8)  Memory  card .................................... This  refers to a  memory  card  which  conforms to the 
JEIDA  Ver. 4.0 standards. 

- 
r 
I 

Y 

rc 
c 
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I 
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Graphics  software ............................ This  refers to the  SW1  NIW-ABGOTP  Graphic  Opera- 
tion Terminal  software  package. 

Windows  computer .......................... This  is  a  personal  computer  which  run  Windows*’  Ver. 
3.1. 

Personal  computer ........................... This  refers to a  module of  peripheral  equipment  such 
as  a  Windows  computer,  on  which  the  graphics soft- 
ware  has  been  installed. 

Peripheral  equipment  for  GPP 
functions ........................................... This is a  general  term  for  peripheral  equipment  which 

supports GPP  functions,  such  as  the  AGGPP,  AGPHP, 
AGHGP,  A7PHP, LM7000,  LM7500, or PC9801. 

MNET (11) ........................................... This  is  an  abbreviation  for  the  MELSECNET (11) data 
link  system. 

MNET/B ............................................ This  is  an  abbreviation for the MELSECNET/B  data 
link  system. 

MNET/lO .......................................... This  is  an  abbreviation for the  MELSECNET/I 0 net- 
work  system. 

CPU  direct  connection ..................... This  refers to a  system  in  which  the  GOT  is  connected 
to the PC  CPU  interface  using  an  RS-422  cable. 

Bus  connection ............................... ..This  refers to a  system  in  which  the  GOT  is  connected 
to the  main  base  or  expansion  base  using  an  expan- 
sion  cable. 

Long-distance bus connection  cable ...... General term referring to long-distance connection 
cables  such  as  the  A7GT-C1 COBS, A7GT-C200EXS, 

C2OOEXSS, and  A7GT-C300EXSS. 
A7GT-C300EXS,  A7GT-CI OOEXSS, A7GT- 

Long-distance GOT connection  cable ..... General term referring to long-distance  cables  used 
between GOT, such as the  A7GT-C100B, A7GT- 

C2OOBS, and  A8GT-C300BS. 
C200B,  A7GT-C300B,  A8GT-C100BS,  A8GT- 

Bus  connector  conversion  box ......... Abbreviation  referring to the  A7GT-CNB  bus  connec- 
tor conversion  box. 

Calculator  link  connection ................ This  refers to a  system  in  which  the  GOT  is  connected 
to the  AJ71  UC24, A1 SJ71 C24-R4, AJ71  C24-S8,  or 
AJ71  QC24-R4. 

MELSECNET connection ................. This  refers to a  system  in  which  the  GOT  is  connected 
to the  MELSECNET (ll), the MELSECNET/B,  or  the 
MELSECNET/lO. 

MELSEC-FX  series connection ......... Abbreviation  of  system  in  which  GOT  is  connected to 
MELSEC-FX  series 
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Connection of PLC by Omron  Corp .... Abbreviation of system in which GOT is connected to 
PLC by Omron Corp. 

Microcomputer connection ,.....,........ Abbreviation of system in which GOT is connected to 
microcomputer board or personal computer 

Project  data ...................................... This  refers to a l l  of the  data  created  using  the  graphics 
software,  such as  screen  data. 

*' Windows  is  a  registered  trademark of Microsoft  Corporation. 
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1.4 Parts Supplied with This Prockrat 
When  your  GOT is purchased, the system is packaged so as to meet  your application needs. 
After unpacking the GOT,  please check to make sure the following components have  been in- 
cluded. 

When  purchasing  the A870GOT-EWS/A870GOT-SWS/A870GOT-TWS 
- 

Product  Name Quantity 

GOT  main  module 

1 Power  supply  module *1 

1 

Power  terminal  short 
connection piece 1 

Installation  fastener 

*1 The power  supply  module  is  installed  in the GOT  main module. 

a When  purchasing  the A8GT-70GOT-EB/A8GT-70GOT-SB/A8GT-70GOT-TB 

Product  Name Quantity 

GOT  main  module 1 

Installation  fastener 6 

Install  the  fastener. 
@ ?  

Slip in the fastener  in the di- 
rection  shown in @ and  then 
fasten the fastener in the or- 

a The  sheet  affixed  to  the  GOT  display  module 

When the GOT is  shipped,  a  protective sheet  is  affixed  over  the  display  module. This is  a 
temporary sheet and  is  not the protective sheet which  prevents the display  module  from 
being  scratched or damaged  during  actual  use. 
After the GOT  has been  attached to its base, peel off this  temporary sheet and  cover the 
display module with the protective sheet  or the anti-reflection protective sheet, both of 
which are sold  separately. 
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1. Overview MELS6C GOT 

1.5 Precautions When lnstallina thBOM SiOSfflBS -. . ,  

Notes about  executing the ROM-BIWOS installation  are described in the following. 

(1) Before  installing the ROM-BIOSOS, confirm  that the connectors of the communication  cable 
are  securely connected to the GOT and  the  personal  computer. 

If the ROM-BIOS/OS installation is executed when the connectors are not  connected se- 
curely, the GOT  might stop operating  after insiallation. 

(2) Note that  the  ROM-BIOSDS  installation  cannot  be  interrupted  once it is started. 

The  GOT  might stop running  if  the  power  of  the  GOT  or  personal computer  is  turned off, or the 
communication  cable  is  disconnected  in  order to interrupt in the  middle of the  installation. 

(3) Do not turn off the  power  of  the GOT or personal computer, and do not  disconnect  the com- 
munication  cable  during the ROM-BIOS/OS installation. 

The  GOT  might stop  running if the  power of the GOT  or  personal computer is turned off, or the 
communication  cable is disconnected  during  the ROM-BIOS/OS  installation. 

(4) If one  of  the  operations described above  was  done  by  mistake, or if the GOT does  not  work 
after the ROM-BIOS/OS installation, follow  the steps shown  in the following to reinstall  the 
ROM-BIOS/OS. 

@ Turn off the power of the  GOT, 

@ If a communication  module is  installed,  disconnect  the  communication  module. 

@ Turn on the power of the GOT while pressing the two locations  on the GOT  display simulta- 
neously  as shown  in  of  the  following  diagram: 

@ A message,  “Reinstall  ROM-BIOS/OS”,  will  appear  on  the  GOT  display. 

@ Reinstall  the  ROM-BIOWOS.  Refer to Section 3.1 of  “SW2NIW-A8GOTP  Graphic  Settings 
Software  Package  Operating  Manual”  (Data Transmission/Debugging/Document Creation 
Manual). 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

2. System ContSguraUon 
2.1 Equipment  Required  for  A870GOT 

The  equipment  required  for  A870GOT  is  shown  below. 

r 
Mer required  for memory e x p a -  
sion and  use lor circuil rnonilhg. 

Memory  cassete 

lou When  required lor screen  data 
badtup and us8 for alarm 

history function. 

Memory  card 

rn 
I Power SUDD~V module 

~~ 

A8GT-MCAM 

A8GT-MCA2MFDW 
A8GT-MCAlMFDW t-I 1 AiGT-MCA4MFDW + - 

JEIDA  Ver.4.0  or  later 
standard  memory  card I GOT I 

L WILE1 Communication  module I Protective  sheet I 

For  system  configuration 

refer  to  Chapters  2  and  13 

I External I/O interface  module1 I 

I I 
I 

Men required  for  using 
printer fundion 

I 
I 
I A8GT-70KBF I A8GT-70PRF I 

I I ,  

4 I 

I Connection  cable 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I For  information 

regarding I 

later  system 
configurations, I 

refer to 
the  A8GT-70KBF I 
User's Manual. I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 

C L  
AC30PIO-20P 
AC300PIO-20P 

I 
I I ,  

I Printer 
I 

i I ESC/P  correswndina  printer I 
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. I  

This shows  the  system  configuration  when  using  the  graphics  software to create  monitor  screens. 

> 

Computer  which runs Windows 

Graphics software 
System  program 

Special module monitor data 
ISW1 NIW-GOT800FSET) 

Main  module : Personal computer which  runs  Microsoft  Windows Ver. 3.1/95 

Main  memory : At  least 4 MB is  required (8 MB or more is  strongly  recommended) 

Hard  disk : At  least 10 MB of space  must be available  when the program is installed 

CRT : Must be able to connect to main  module  and be used  with  Microsoft  Windows 

Mouse : Any mouse  which can be used with,a Windows computer 

Windows 3.1, Windows 95 is a  trademark of Microsoft  Corporation. 

2 - 2  



2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

2.3.1 System configwtation 

This  shows  the  system  configuration  used  for  transmitting  data,  debugging,  and  creating  documents. 

Computer  which  runs 
Windows 

n 

m I  
I I I  I l o l  = l o l  

System  program 
Special unit  monitor  data 
SW2NIW-GOT800PSET 

I 

t 

I 

I RS-232C  cable 

Printer  cable 

L 

2.3.2 RS-232C cables used for data transmission 

A870GOT 

Printer  which  operates  under 
Windows I 

~ ~~ 

The  cable shown in the internal connections  drawing  below,  or  a  cable  with  the  model  name 
noted  below, is  required. 

DOSN A870GOT 
RXD  TXD 
TXD  RXD 
RTS RTS 
CTS CTS 
DSR  DSR 

SG  SG 
DTR  DTR . 

I Shield I 
DOSN 
(9-pin) A870GOT 

AC30R2-9P 
F2-232CAB-1 

Maker Model  Name 

AC30R2-9P 
Mitsubishi  Electric 

F2-232CAB-1 (introductory  product) 

2-3 



2. System Configuration MLSEC GOT 

2 4  . S&B&UKB Om6gwaSitmWhn Mcm#ocing . l ' I m w g h  G4WrDinrw;tGon- 
nektion 

This shows the  system  configuration  used when the GUT is connected to the PC CPU using  an 
RS-422 cable. 

I 

module 
RS-422 interface 

A8GT-RS4 

PccPuI connection cable 

AC30R4/AC1 COR41 
AC300R4 

*1. The M-2Pif dual-port  interface  module cannot be used with this configuration. 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC  GOT 

2.5 Syatem-Configuration and Precautions When Monitoring Through a 
Bus Conneotion 

For information on the system  configuration and the precations  when  monitoring through a bus 
connection, please refer to Chapter 13. 

I 
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Calculator  Link  Connection (RS-422 Communicmtjoe)+l , .  . , 

2.6.1 System  configuration 

When the GOT is connected to a calculator link module and a  serial communications module 
using  a  calculator  link  module connection cable, the following  system  configuration is used. 

When connecting the calculator link module,  a  peripheral  module  designed  for  GPP  functions 
can be connected to the RS-422 connector of the PC  CPU and  debugging of  sequence pro- 
grams  carried  out  while  monitoring  the  GOT. 
When connecting the calculator  link  module, the following  are  not  possible:  changes to the V or 
Z data in  CPU  device  tests  in the circuit  monitor  functions  and  system  monitor  functions:  moni- 
toring of  or changes to the set  value  during  T/C  monitoring,  monitoring  of  the I/O module,  and 
monitoring of  or  changes to the special  function  module  data  using  special  screens. 

A1 SI71 QC24 

Serial  communications Calculator  link 
module  expansion  cable module  connection  cable 

AC30R4fAClOOR4/ A7GT-AC30R4 
A7GT-AClOOR4 
A7GT-AC300R4 

v v  
module 

A8GT-RS4 

Calculator  link  module 

AJ71  UC24 
A1 SI71 UC24-R4 
AI71 C24-S8 

*1. For information on the system  configuration  on  the  calculator  link  module  side,  please  refer to 
the user's manual  for the calculator link module  being  used. 
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2.6.2 Precautions regardiw.the system configuration 

(1) The  only  calculator  link  modules or  serial communication  modules  which  can  be  connected 
and  monitored  are  those listed below. 

AJ71UC24 

AJ71  C24-S8 (if the C W  to which  the  connection is being  made is m u ,  the  device  range 
AiSJ7IUC24-R4 

which  can be monitored  is  the ADA range) 
AJ71  QC24-R4 
A1  -971 QC24 

(2)  The  GOT  can  only  be  connected to one  calculator  link  module/serial  communications mod- 
ule,  in  a 1 -to-I configuration. 
The  GOT  cannot be  connected to a  calculator  link  module/serial  communications  module  in 
an n-to-1 configuration. 

Exan& of connecting a GOT and calculator link 
module 

Example of connecting a GOT and serial com- 
municatimodule 

(3)  The  table  below  shows  the  connectors,  crimping  terminals,  and  cables  used  when  connect- 
ing the  GOT  and  calculator  link  module  with  the  following  cables:  A7GT-AC30R4,  A7GT- 
AC100R4,  A7GT-AC300R4. 

(a)  Connection  diagram 
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2. Systam Configuration & E L S E  GOT 

No. 

Hirose  SC-1620 Housing 0 
Hirose P1620A-CA  (20) Connector  cover 0 
Maker Model Name 

I o I Contact I SC-1600-11 I Hirose I 
~~ ~ 

@ 

@ 

V1.25-M4 Round  crimping  terminal 

RF V V -SB-24 x 20  20-strand  shielded  cable 

Nippon  Crimping  Terminal 
(recommended) 

Toyokuni  Power  Cables 
(recommended) 

(c) If  you  are  creating  your own cable to connect GOT and the  calculator  link  module,  please 
observe  the  following  precautions. 

@ The cable  length  should be within 200 m (655.74  feet). 
@ If @ and @ above  are  used to make  the  cable,  the  power  cable  can  sometimes be 

disconnected if the  connection  is  made  with  only  one  power  cable.  Two  power  cables 
should  be  used to make  the  connection. 

(4) When connecting GOT and calculator link module, it is not necessary to connect  a final 
resistor on the calculator  link  module  side. 

(5) The GOT cannot be  monitored  by connecting  it to an  AJ71 UC24 or  AJ71  QC24-R4  which 
has been installed  in  an MNET/10 remote I/O station. 

. 
I . 
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2. System Configuration M L s K =  GOT 

2.6.3 Hardware settings for the calculatw link module 
If monitoring is being done with the GOT connected to a calculator  link  module, the hardware 
settings  for  the  calculator  link  module  (mode  setting  switch  and  transmission  specification  switches) 
should be set  as  shown below. 

Transmission  specifications  consist of the  following: @ transmission  speed: 19,2OO bps, @ data 
bits: 8 bits, @ parity bit: yes (odd), @ stop bit: 1 bit, @ sum check:  yes. 

When  connected to the  AJ71 UC24 

r 

Ish When  connected  to  the A1  SJ71 C24-R4 

s w 1 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

s w 2 1  
22 
23 
24 

Transmission  specifications set- 
ting  switches 

Mode setting  switch 

05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 



Transmission 
specifications 
setting  switches 

SWI 1 
SWI 2 
SW13 
SW14 
SW15 
SW16 
s w 1 7  
sw1 a 

s w 2 1  
s w 2 2  
SW23 
SW24 

1 
- Mode  setting 

2.6.4 Hardware  settings  for  the  serial comwnications module 

When the GOT  is connected to a  serial communications module for monitoring, the hardware 
settings for the serial communications  module  (mode  setting switch and transmission  switches) 
should b& set  as  shown  below. 

Transmission  specifications  consist of the following: @ data  bits: 8 bits, @ parity bit: yes (odd), @ 
stop bit: '1 bit, @ checksum: yes, @ transmission  speed: 19,200 bps. 

f 
L z Z  sw 

Transmission  speciffcatioris 
setting  switches (foc CHI) ;$. 

2 - t o  

- Mode  setting 
switch (for CH2) 
Set to other  than 0 
and F. 



2. system Configuration MELSEC GOT 

2.7 System Configuration When Monitoring Horaugh a MeL3ECWT 
Connection  (Connected to!s Batra Link S y s t e m ) .  - 

When the GOT is incorporated into a data link system, the system configuration is as shown 
below. The number of GOTs that can be connected is limited  only by the number of stations  that 
can be connected to the various data link  systems. 

Data link module 7 

I A870GOT I 

A2ACPUP21rn21 (Sl) > A3ACPUP21/R21 L- 

Data link module 

AJ71AP21/AR21 
AJ71AT21B 
AlS71AP21/AR21 
A1 SAT21  B 
011 PC  CPU 

* For information on  installing the data link module and  entering switch settings,  please  refer to 
Section 5.4.3. 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

When the GOT is incorporated  into a network system, the system configuration is  as shown 
below. The  number of GOTs that can be connected is limited  only  by the number of stations  that 
can be connected to the  various network systems. 

A7GT-J71 LP23 
A7GT-J71  BR13 s 

I A870GOT 

+E Network cable 
N71LP21/AJ71BR11 E PC  CPU 

* For information  on  installing  the  network  module  and  entering switch settings,  please  refer to 
Section 5.4.4. 
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2. System Configuration M€LS€C GOT 

2.9 System Configuration When Connectiryl to the MELSEC-FX Series 

2.9.1 When  connected  to  the FXo, RON, FXos, and FXw series 

I H RS422 cable PC CPU 

1 - 1  
1 AC30R4 

AC 1 00R4 
AC300R4 

Model FX-422AWO 
cable  adapter F X O ,  FXw, FXos, RGN series 

J 

r - - - - - - - - - - - -  - 1  

I Serial  communication  module I 

FX-422CAB 

I A8GT-RS4 H RS-422cable I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

- 1  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

AC3CR4 
AC 1 WR4 
AC300R4 

Model FX-2PIF 
2 port interface  module 

: I 
RS-422 cable 

. .  
1. 

AC30R4 
AC  100R4 
AC300R4 

A870GOT 
I 
I Only  required  when  using  FX2PIF 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - I  
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2. System &figuration MELSEG: GOT 

I PC  CPU 

4 

AC30R4 
AC100R4 
AC300R4 

* 
r - - - - - - - - - - - -  - 1  

I Serial  communication  module I 

~ I (Cannot  use  the  0(-422AW) I !  
I I I  t--- RS-422 cable + I 

I L A8GT-RS4 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

AC  100R4 
AC300R4 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

+ Rs-422  cable 

I n  
1 4 - b  
I 
I 
I 
I 

AC30R4 
AC  100R4 
AC300R4 

I 
I A870GOT 

I 
I Only  required  when  using  FX2PIF 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - I  

2.9.3 System configuration  precaution items 

(1) For  information  regarding  the  devices  and  access  ranges that can be monitored,  refer to the 
SW2NIW-A8GOTP  Operating  Manual  (Monitor  Screen  Creation  Manual). 

(2)  For  details  regarding  connecting  the CPU, refer to the  products instruction manual. 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

2.10 System  Configuration When Cmrtecth to the Omron PLC 

2.10.1 System configuration when connected to the C200H and 
C200HS 

a System configuration 

I Ornron  PLC 

C 2 W ,  C200HS 

Cable  between  GOT and  upper  link I 

For information  regarding  the cable 
between  GOT  and  upper  link, 
refer to Section  2.2.4. 

t 

t + 
Serial  communication  module 

D A8GT-RS4 

Upper  link  module 

I Base  installation tme I 

I C200H-LK202-Vl I 

C120-LK202-Vl 

For  information  regarding  the  upper 
link  module  switch  setting,  refer to 
Section  2.2.3. 

A870GOT 

2 -15 



2.. Sy&m Configuration M E L W G O T  

(a)  The  only  upper  link  modules  that can  conduct  monitoring while connected to the  GOT 
are the C2oOH-u(202-V1 and the C120-1$(202-V1.  Other upper link modules  cannot 
be connected, so be aware  of this. 

(b)  Monitoring  cannot be conducted by  directly  connecting the PLC to the GOT. 

(c) For  information  regarding  the  devices  and  access  ranges that  can be monitored, refer 
to SW2NIW-ABGOTP Operating  Manual  (Monitor Screen Creation Manual). 

(d)  For  details  regarding  the connected upper  link  modules  and connection destination 
PLC,  refer to the products instruction  manual. 

Upper link module switch setting 

Make the following switch settings  in  the  upper  link  module. 

(a) OOH-LK202-Vl switch setting 

Front side switch setting 

I / -  
U 

Backside  switch  setting 

2 - 1 6  

SW1  and SW2 setting  (Station No. setting) 
Set SW1:0, and SW2:O. 
(Set the  station No. to 00.) 

SW3  setting  (Transmission  speed  setting) 
Set  SW3:G 
(Sets to 19.2 KBPS) 

SW4  setting  (Command  level,  parity,  transmission 
code setting) 
Set to SW4:2. 
(Parity:  Even, transmission code: ASCII 7 bits, 2 
stop bits) 

Set the end  terminal  resistance connection yes/ 
no setting switch 
Set to ON Wesl. 

1 procedurem procedure setting switch setting 
Set to OFF IN-steos). 



. .. 

2. System Configuration MELSEC  GOT 

(b) C120-LK202-Vl switch setting 

Set the setting DIP switches (SWI , SW2,  SW3) on the back side of the main  module 
as follows. 

l l m  I 

-1 
~~ 

- SW2 setting 

I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  I 
@ Transmission speed setting 

(SW2-1 to 4) 
Set to 
SW2-1: OFF side.  SW2-2: OFF side 
SW2-3: ON side.  SW2-4: OFF  si& 

(Set 19.2 KBPS.) 

@ 1 :1 stepdl :N steps  setting  (SW2-6) 

@I Level setting  (SW2-7, 8) 
Set to 
SW2-7: ON side.  SW2-8: ON side. 

(Set to make  level 1, 2,  and 3 valid.) 
Setting  SW2-5 is  unnecessary. 

. 
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r SW1 setting 
I 

1 1  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  I 
@ Sets the station No. (SWI-1  to 5) 

Set  all to the OFF side (0 station). 

@ Start/stop  setting  (SW1-8) 
Set to the ON side  (Start). 

I Setting SWI-6, 7 is not  required. 

- SW3 setting 

ON ! i a i a i a a  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

@ Terminal  resistor turn on  setting 
(SW3-1 to 6) 
Set to 
SW3-1: ON side, SW3-2: OFF side 
SW3-3: ON side.  SW3-4: OFF side 
SW3-5: ON side.  SW3-6: OFF side. 

(Set the terminal  resistor) 

Setting SW3-7,8 is  unnecessary. 



2. System Configuration M L E C G O T :  

Cable  between  the GOT and  upper link module- 

The connection  diagram  and  connector  that connects the cable  between  the  GOT  and 
upper  link  module  are  shown  below. 

(a) Connection  diagram 

I I I I 17 1 RSB I Transmission  request I 
I 

I I '  b 

Transmission  possible CSB I 15 I L-----L_;-, 
Transmission  possible CSA 9 

(b) Connectors  and  connector  covers  used 

@) Connectors  and  connector  covers  connected to the GOT side '.' 

Name  Modet  name  Manufacturer 
Connectar  cover I P I  620A-CA (20) 
Housihg I SC-I620 : Hirose  Eiectric  Co., Ltd. 
Contact I sc-1620 

@ Connectors  and  connector  covers  connected to the  upper  link  module  side r 
Name 7 Manufacturer Model  name 

Connector Installed  in  the umer XM2A-0901 
I I I ,  I 

I Connector  cover I XM2S-0911 link module I - 
t 

r* 
(c)  Precaution  items  when  creating  cables 

@) The  cable  length  must  be within 200m (656.2 ft). 4 

@ Use  electric  wires of 20  core  shield  cable,  and  create  cables  by  connecting two 1 

7 electric  wires  as  shown  in  the  (a)  connection  diagram. I 

, I  
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

2.10.2 System configuration when connecting to the C200Ha series 

(1) System  configuration 

PLC 

C200H a series 

- A  

1 1  

C 3 

*I 

Base-installation-type 
r-level link module 

A8GT-RS4 

*2 

GOT 

I A870GOT 

*I : The  communication  board  cannot be installed to the C200HE-CPUI 1. Install  the  board  via 
upper-level  link  module. 

*2 : The pin assignment  of  the connection  cable is  different  for  the  communication  board  and  for 
upper-level  link  module.  (Refer to Section 2.1.4) 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT : 
I 

(2) ' . S e t t i n g  the u p p e r M l i n k  module switches 

When  using  the  upper-level  link  module  (C200H-LK202-V1), perform the switch  setting  shown 
below. 

Front panel switch  setting 

m @ Setting  for SW1 and SW2  (Device No. setting) -. 

Set  as follows: 
SWl :O. SW2:Q  (Set to device No. 00.) 

@ Setting  for SW3  (Transmission speed  setting) 
Set  as follows: 

I e@ SW3:6 (Set to 19.2 KBPS.) 
I -- - -  I 

S W l @  pJ s w 2  t @ Setting for  SW4 (Command  level/parity/transmis- 

s w 3 H   p w 4  0 sion code setting) 
Set  as follows: 

I swly pJ Sw2! @ Setting for  SW4 (Command  level/parity/transmis- 
sion code setting) 
Set  as follows: 

I SW4:2  (Parity:even,  transmission code: ASCII 7- 
bit, stop bit:2) 

1 

Back panel switch  setting 

@ Setting  for  the  terminator  connection y d n o  switch I 

Set to ON  (exists). 

I I /I @ @ Setting  for  1  step/N steps setting 

0 q j - p  Set to OFF (N stem\. 
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2. Svstem Confiauration MELSEC GOT 

(3) About the communication board initialization program 

When  using the communication board, write the following values to the devices below, and 
perform  initialization  for port A of the communication board. 

For the usage  and  initialization  of  each  device,  refer to the instruction  manual of the specific 
communication board used. 

Device  name Value to  write Device  name  Value  to  write 
DM6550 to DM6554 

OOOOH DM6559 OOOOH DM6558 
OOOOH DM6557 0 3 0 4 ~  DM6556 
0001 H DM6555 Write  unnecessary 

(4)  About the connection cable 

The connection diagram and connectors for the cables connecting the GOT through the 
upper-level  link  module  and  communication board are shown  below.  (Max.  cable  lenath:200 
m (7.87 ft,) 

(a) Connection  diagram 

@ Upper-level  link  module 
@ Communication board 

(b) Connecter  and connectot cover 

GOT  side  connector 

Name  Manufacturer  Model 
Connector  cover 

Hirose  Electric Co., Ltd. SC-  1 620 Housing 
P1620A-CA  (20) 

I - I I I Contact I SC-1600-11 I 
Omron  side connector 
Use the connector supplied  with the upper-level  link module and the communication 
board, 
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2. Systbtn Configuration MELSEC GOT 

2.1 0.3 System crQnfiew8fion when mnnecthg Po tkCQM1 

(1) System  conftguration 

Serialcommunicationmodule 

11 
PLC 1 

I CQMl IN& 

1 A8GT-RS4 I 

3 
GOT 

A870GOT 

Note 1 : Since  the CQMl  -CPUl 1 does  not  have  the RS-232C interface, it cannot  be  connected. 

. 

I 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

(2) About  the CQMl initialization 

When  using  the  RS232  port  of  the  CQM1, write the  values  for  the  devices  indicated  below. 
Perform  initialization  for  the  RS232C  port  of  the CQMl using  a  peripheral tool or  DM  monitor. 
Rerer to the CQMl Instruction Manual  for  details. 

Device  name 
DM6645 

Value to write Device name Value  to  write 

- OOWH DM6649 
OOOOH DM6648 OOWH DM6647 
0 3 0 4 ~  DM6646 0001 H 

~~- 

(3)  About  the  connection  cable 

The  recommended  convertor that can  be  used  when  connecting  the CQMl and  the GOT, 
along  with  the  connector  and  wiring,  are  indicated  below.  (Max.  cable length: 200 m (7.87 
ft4 
(a)  Supported  convertors 

Model  Manufacturer 
' EL  Enaineerina EL-LINE-I1 
I KS-1OP I Svstem  Sacom. Ltd. I 

(b) Wiring  connections  when  using  EL-LINE-I1 

RS-232ClRS-422 convertor 

I I 
CQMl RS232 signals RS422 signals GOT 

I I 6SG I 
? - - - - - I  
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2. System Configuration MLSEGGOT 

(c)  Wiring  when  using KS-1 OP 

G 
RS-232CiRS-422 conveftor 

CQMl RS232 signals RS422 signals GOT 

(4) Connectors 

CQMI side connector 
Use the connector  provided with the CQMl . 
Connector  for EL-LINE-It 
RS-232C  side connector: 25-pin D sub  (male),  screw type 
RS-422C  side connector: 25-pin D sub (female),  screw type 

Connector  when  using the KS-1 OP 
RS-232C  side connector: 9-pin D sub (male), screw type 
RS-422C  side connector: 25-pin D sub (female),  screw type 

GOT side  connector 

Name Manufacturer Model 
Connector  cover 

Contact 
Hirose  Electric Co., Ltd. SC-1620 Housing 

P I  620A-CA (20) 

SC-I 600-1 1 

i 

,- 
-2 

, 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

2.10.4 System configuration  when  connecting to the C1000H and 
C2OOOH 

(1) System configuration 

ClOOOH,  C2000H 

v 
Connection cable 

ABGT-RS4 
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2. System Configuration M L S f C  GOT 

$2) ~ Upper lewd linkmodUte switch setting 
Perform  the  following  switch  settings  for  the  upper lev81 H n k  module  (C500H-LK201 -VI) .  

Front panel switch  setting 

Mode setting 
Upper-level link 

Back Dane1  switch setting 

@) Upper  level  IinWlocal setting 
Set to  umer-level link. 

-0 

I - I  

I - 1  - 

I U 

RS-232C/RS-422  switch setting 
Set to RS-422  (to@. 
InternaVexternal  colck  switch  setting 
Set to internal (top). 
Terminal  resistor  connection  yes/no  switch  setting 
Set to yes (bottom). 
CTS  switch  setting 
Set to OV ~JQQL 
SWl setting  (Device No., operate/stop  setting) 
Set  as the  following: 

I I I I I I I 

OFF 1 OFF I OFF I OFF I OFF I OFF I OFF I ON 
J t 

Device No.00 Operation 

SW2  setting  (Transmission  speed,  1  step/N  steps, 
level  setting) 

1 - 1 - 1  I I I 1 

OFF I OFF I ON I OFF I OFF I OFF I ON I ON 
I 4- 

19.2KBPS N steps  Level 1,2, and 3 
valid 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC  GOT 

(3) Abut the connection cables 
The connection  diagram of the cables  connecting the upper-level  link  module  and GOT, and 
the connectors used are shown below. (Max. cable  length: 200 m f7.87ft.U 

(a)  Connection  diagram 

(b)  Connector  and connector cover 
GOT side connector 

I Name I Model I Manufacturer I 
Connector  cover 

Hirose  Electric Co., Ltd. SC-1620 Housing 
PI 620A-CA  (20) 

I Contact I SC-I 600-1 1 I 
Omron  side connector 
Use the connector provided with the upper-level  link  module. 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC Gor 

2.1 0.5 System confiauration when txtnneaed to CVIOOO 

(1 ) System  configuration 

cv1 OOO 

I Connection 

I 

I u 
GOT 

A870GOT 

(2)  CPU  switch  setting 

Set the switches to the following for the CPU (CVI OOO). 

I 

Front  panel  switch  setting @ RS-232/RS-422  switch  setting iH ik;%Q 
Set to RS-422  (bottom). 

@ DIP switch  setting 
Set  as the  following: 

0 
RS-422 1 3 5 2 

I I OFF  OFF OFF OFF 
: Setting  mandatory 

t 
t . 

c 

Cover 
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2. SysWn Configuration MELSEC GOT 

cfw setting by peripheral tool 

Set the following to the CPU  (CVlOOO) using  a  peripheral tool: - 
Item  Set value 

Transmission  soeed I 192OOBPS 
I Stoc, bit I 2 stoD bits I 

Parity 

Device No.00 Device No. 
7 bits Data  length 
Even parity 

~~~ 

About the connection cables 
The connection  diagram of the cables  connecting the CPU  (CVlOOO) and  the GOT, and the 
connectors used are shown below. (Max. cable  lenath: 200 mf7.87 ft.) 

(a)  Connection  diagram 

(b)  Connector  and  connector  cover 
GOT side connector 

Name Manufacturer Model 
Connector  cover 

SC- 1 600- 1  1 Contact 
Hirose  Electric Co., Ltd. SC- 1 620 Housing 

P1620A-CA  (20) 

Omron  side  connector 
Use  the connector provided  with the CPU  (CVlOOO). 
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2. System Configuration MLSEC, GOT 

2.1 1 System  Configuration  When  ConnecNng its.the Microcomputer 

2.11.1  Overview . ! ,  

When connecting to the microcomputer, the expansion functions (system monitor func- 
tion, circuit  monitor  function, special module  monitor  function)  cannot be used.) 

The  GOT  virtual device (D) can be monitored from the PC, microcomputer board, PLCs, etc., 
(addreviated as host from this  point on) by sendinghceiving data. 

Device data area 

. D2047 

lntemal memory 
Writehead  command 

4 s E 
T RW 0100 OOOA 0163 0362 T 
X X 

* When  installing  the OS to the GOT,  install the communication  driver “Computer” as  well. 

2.1  1.2 System configura :ion 

The  system  configuration  when connectng to the microcomputer is shown below. 

HOST 

PLC 

y 
Connection CaMe 

I GOT I 

r A870GOT 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

2.1 1.3 About  the  connection  cables 

(1)  When  connecting the DTR 
The connection diagram of the cables for the host and GOT  when connecting the DTR 
signals,  and the connectors used are shown below. 

(a)  Connection  diagram 

DSR signal .... When the signal is off, the send is not performed from the GOT to the 
host. Normally, send signals from the host so that the DSR is  always 
turned on. 

DTR signal .... The  signal  turns on when the GOT can  receive  data. 

(b)  Connector  and connector cover 
GOT  side connector 

Name Manufacturer Model 
Connector  cover 

Hirosd Ekt r ic  Co., Ltd. sc-1620 Housing 
P1620A-CA  (20) 

, Contact SC-I 600- 1 1 

Host  side connector 
Use the connector compatible with the host used. 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

(2)  When  not  connecting theDTR- 
, . -... 

The connktion diagram of the  cables  for the host  and GOT  when  not  connecting to the DTR 
signals,  and the connectors used are shown below. 

(a) Connection  diagram 

. 

14 I RDB I Receive data I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I I *  
t i 9 Send  enabled (DTR+) CSA 
I 

I 15 Send  enabled  (DTR-) CSB 

I 5 
SHELL 12 SG I Sianal  around I 

I 1 6 I SG (Shield) I 1 1 

(b)  Connector  and connector cover 
GOT  side  connector 

Name Manufacturer Model 
Connector  cover 

SC-1600-11 Contact 
Hirose  Electric Co., Ltd. SC-1620 Housing 

P1620A-CA (20) 

Host  side connector 
Use the connector compatible with the host  used. 

2 1  1 A Transmission specification 

The transmission specification when communicating between the GOT and the host is shown 
below. 

I Data  bit I 7 bits I 
Parity  bit  Yes  (Even) 
Stop bit 1 bit 

Sum  check 
Trasmission s eed 192OOBPS 

3 
I 
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2. System Configuration MELSK: GOT 

2.1  1.5 Communication  commands 

The commands used  for  communication are described. 

(1) When  connecting the DTR 
The  list  of commands used  for the data transmission between the GOT and the host are 
shown below. 

I Command I Command  name 1 DescriDtion I 
RD Batch read command Reads  data  for the specified  number of points from 

the specified  device  continuously. 
Writes  data  for the specified  number  of  points to the 
wecified device  continuouslv. 

WD Batch write command 

I RR I Random  read I Reads  data  from multide device  addresses. I 
RW Random  write I Writes  data to multiple  device  addresses. 
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(2) Data  communication  format 
' ' '  The  data  communication fofiat used in the command is shown below. , ., 

(a)  Format  for  data  send  (Host + GOT) 

I I I I I 
. 

I I I I I I 
Ir Sum check  range 

4 

(b) Response data format  during  normal  communication (GOT + Host) 
When sending  read command (RD, RR) 

Sum check - 
Sum check  range 

When  sending  write command (WD, RW) 

(c)  Response  data  format  when  an  error occurs (GOT + Host) 

(3)  Precautions  when  using the communication commands 
The  sum check code is the lower 1 -byte (8 bits) value  of the sum of the data in the sum 
check  range  in binary 
(Example)  When  reading  address  D 100 to D l  01  using the RD command: 

STX 

42H43H 03H 30H32H 3OH 31H 3OH  3OH 5 2 W  02H 
B C  0 1  0 0 0 2  

Sum check ETX Points  Address RD 

Sum check  range 

Formula:  52H+44H+30H+31  H+30H+30H+30H+32H+03H = 1 E H  

( 

i 
/- 

.- , 
I '. 
I 

J 

1 
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2. Svs#em Confiauration MELSK: GOT 

(4) Batch  read  command (RD) 
The  contents of batch read command is shown below. 

12  bytes - -  
4 c 

1 byte 2  bytes 4 bytes 2 bytes 1 byte 2  bytes 

:TX) OH check (03H) (1 to 64) 
Adress 02H RD Points  Sum ETX 

Error 
occurred 4 + 

Sum  check  range 

U Normal  completion 

Max. 260  bytes 

1; b y t e k p . 4  x (1 to 6 4 )  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Data 1 Data 2 Data 3 . . . . . . . . .  Data  n (02H) 

Sum  check  range 

Usage  example 

When  reading D l  00 to D l  02 in  the  GOT  virtual  device: 

Send  from  host to GOT 

U Normal  completion 

Dl00 Sumcheck Dl02  Dl01 
S T X 3 D 2 1 3 6 0 4 0 8 A B  9 5 

H M H M L L  H M H M L L  (02H)HMHmL 
Send  from GOT to host (03H) 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC:GOT . 

(5) Batch  write  command (WD) 
The  details of the batch write command is shown  below. 

Max. 268 bytes r 7 
byte 2 bytes 4 bytes 2 bytes b-4 X (1 to w) - - - - - - - - - - - -  bytm.-/l byte 2 bytes1 

sTx) (02H Data 2 Data 1 
(, to64) Adfess WD Points . . .  . . . . . .  

4 
- - - - - - - - - - -  

Sum  check  range 

Normal  completion a Error  occurred 

Usage  example 

When  writing 64H and 65H into the GOT virtual  device Dl 00 to Dl 01 : 

Adress Sum  check ETX Dl01 Dl00 Points 
sTX, Send from  host to GOT 5 6 

(03H, 
0 0 6 5 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 WD 

(02H' H L  ' H M H M L L   H M H M L L  H L H M H M L L  

U Normal  completion 

Send from GOT to  host 

I I  I 
1' 

Before  execution  After  execution 

t 
F 

I 
i 

..._ 
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2. System Configuration MELSEC GOT 

(6) Random  read command (RR) 
* The  details of the random  read command is described below. 

Max. 262  bytes 

Max. 260  bytes 
4 b 

1 byte 4 bytes 4 bytes 4 bytes 1 byte 2  bytes 
I I I 1 

- - - - - - - - _ _ _ _  

Data 1 1 Data  2 1 
Sum check range 

1 

Usage  example 

When  reading D l  00, D26 and D l  63 in the GOT virtual  device : 

<'mi]:_ 
Dl00 1 D26 3D21H 

lralmn Dl63 08ABH 
r -. 

Dl00 Sumcheck ETX Dl63 D26 
S T X R R 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 1 6 3  F A  

( O W  (02H) H M H M L L   H M H M L L   H M H M L L  

U Normal  completion 

Send  from host to GOT 
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2. System Configuration MLSECaGOT 

(7) Random  write command (RW) 
The  details of the r a n d o m  write command is indicated below. 

Max. 51 8 bytes r 1 * 
byte2&-8 x(1 to64) bytes-"1 - byte2bytesl 

&:, Data 2 Adress 2 Data 1 Adres8 1 RW 
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

4 
Sum  check  range 

Normal  completion  Error  occurred 

Usage  example 

When 8BH and 44H into  the GOT virtual  device D30 and D l  00 respectively : 

S T X R W O 0 3 0 0 0 8 B 0 1 0 0  0 0 4 4  Send from  host to GOT D 2 
D30 Sum  check ETX DlOO data DlOO D30 data 

(02H) H L (" H M H M L L   H M H M L L   H M H M L L  H M H M L L  

Normal  completion 

L7 1 1  

Lm,) 

,1111." 

I .\ 

Before  execution 
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3. Specifications MELSEC GOT 

3. Specifications 
3.1 Generai Smcifications 

The  specifications  that are common to all  of the various  modules  are  listed  below. 

Item 

Ambient  operating 
temperature 

Ambient  storage  temperature 

Ambient  operating  humidity 

Ambient  storage  humidity 

Vibration  resistance 

Impact resistance 

Environment 

Altitude 

Installation  location 
~ 

Over-voltage  category *’ 

Specifications 

Display module Other  than  display  module 

0 to 40°C 0 to 55°C 
A8GT-70GOT-W, 
ABGT-70GOT-EB -20 to 5°C 

I 

ffiT-7OGOT-SW, A8GT-7CGOT-SB 
@GT-7OGOT-W, A8GT-7WT-TB 

-~ ~~~ ~ 

-20 to 60°C 

10 to 90% RH, with no condensation 

10 to 90% RH, with no condensation 

Under  intermittent  vibration 

Frequency No. of sweeps Amplitude Acceleration 

I 

57 to 150Hz I 9.8 m/S2{ 1 G} I - 
10 times  each 

in X, Y, Z 
directions 

I I 

10 to 57Hz - 
(0.001 inch) 
0.035 mm 

57 to 150Hz - 4.9 m/S2 {0.56} 

Conforming to JIS B 3501, IEC 1131 -2 (147 m/s2 (15 G}, 
3 times  in  each  of 3 directions) 

No corrosive gases 

2000 m  (6562  feet)  max. 

Control panel 

II m a .  

2 max. 

*I. This indicates the section of the  power  supply to which  the  equipment  is  assumed to be connected between 
the public  electrical  power  distribution  network and the machinery  within  the  premises.  Category I1 applies to 
equipment  for  which  electrical  power is supplied from fixed  facilities.  The  surge  voltage withstand level for up 
to the rated  voltage of 300 V is  2,500V. 

*2. This  index  indicates the degree to which  conductive  material is  generated  in  terms  of the environment  in  which 
the equipment  is used. Pollution level 2 indicates  that only non-conductive pollution  is produced; however,  in 
this  environment,  there  may be times  when  temporary  conductivity is produced because of  freezing. 
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3. Specifications MELSEC GOT 

3.2 Performance  Specifications . .  ',: ; . 'j . d: "2 ~,, . t =  . .  

3.2.1 GOT main module 

Item 

Resolution 

Display  color 

Backlights 

No. of touch keys 
Touch  panel Key  size 

Repeat function 

Type 
Memory *1 Application 

Capacity 

RS-232C interface 
Memory  card interface 
Interface for memory 
cassette  connection 
Interface for connecting 
communications  module 
Interface for connecting optional moduk 
Buzzer 

Display  modull 

I/O allocation 
Environmental  protection 
construction 
External  dimensions 
(without  power  supply  module) 
Weight  (without  power 
supply  module) 

Specifications 
ABGT-7OGOT-EW,  ABGTdOGOT-EB ABGT-7OGOT-lW,  A8GT-70GOT-TB A8GT-7OGOT-SW,  A8GT-70GOTSB 

EL TFT color LCD, with  backlights STN color  LCD,  with  backlights 
Horizontal:64Odots,v&A:400dots Horizontal: 640 dots, vertical: 480 dots 
id 7 inrhi mm (vert io 'h99,2% rnorizaW 158  mm  (6.2 inch)  (vertical) x 21 1 mm (8.3 inch)  (horizontal) 
Single color (yellow/orange, 
black),  no gray scale 8  colors  15  colors 

Chilled cathode ray tube backlight 
Backlights  can  be  replaced 

- 

1000 (25 rows x 40 columns) 1200 (30  rows x 40 columns) 
16  dots  x  16  dots (per  key) 

None I 
Internal memory (flash ROM) 

For storing  proiect  datdfor  storing OS I 
Maximum  768  KB (user area) I 

(Can be expanded to a  maximum of 4864  KB  by installing an expansion  memory cassette.) 
For connecting  personal  computer; 1 channel 

For installing memory  card  conforming to JEIDA  Ver. 4.0  standards; 1 channel 

For connecting  memory  cassette; 1 channel 

For connecting  communications  module; 1 channel 

For connecting printer interface module/external 110 interface module; 1 channel 
Sinale sound (length of sound  can  be  adiusted) 

30,000 Hr (70% of initial  brightness) I 50,000 Hr 41,000 Hr 
Ambient  temperature when used is 25°C 

I 10,ooO  Hr  (diSDlaV  module is 50 %)I 25,000 Hr (display module is 50 %) I 
~~~ 

1 million times min. (at operational force of 100  g  (0.2 Ib) or less) 
No. of writings: 100,000 

32 special points (for bus  connection only) 

IP65 or  equivalent (front panel section) 

210 mm (H) x 285 mm (wi x 98  mm (D) 
(9.1 inch) (12.6inch) (3.6 inch) (8.3 inch) (1 1.2 inch) (3.9 inch) 
230 mm (H) x  320  mm (W) x 92 mm (D) 

1.7  kg  (3.7 Ib) 1.8 kg.(4.0 Ib) 1.9  kg (4.2 Ib) 

*I, The  internal  memory is a ROM which  enables  overwriting of new  data  without  deleting  previ- 
ously written data. 
(No data backup power  supply  is  required.) 

*2. When parts  need to be replaced,  please  consult your  nearest  dealer  or  branch  office. 

NOTE 
With the GOT, if a  momentary  power  failure  occurs, the screen  display  disappears. If the power 
is restored  within 20 ms,  however,  monitor  functions  and  other  functions  resume  normal  opera- 
tion. 
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3. Specifications MtFLSfC GOT 

3.2.2 Power SUDD~V module 

Item Specifications 
A8GT-PWEL A8GT-PWF A8GT-PWST 

Applicable GOT 

Within 20 ms Allowable  momentary  power failure 
20A  max.  (264V  AC,  max. load) Surge  current 

1 OOVA Max.  input  apparent  power 
50/60HZ (*3%) Input  frequency 

ACIOO to 120V (+lo%, -1 5%)/200  to  240V (+lo%, -1 5%) Input power  supply voltage 
A8GT-7CGOT-WJ A8GT-70GOT-TB A&GT-70GOT-SW,  A8GT-7CGOT-SB A8GT-70GOT-EW, A8GT-7oGoT-EB 

Noise'withstand  volume Noise voltage 1500 Vpp,  noise  width 1 p, noise  frequency 25 to 60Hz,  based 
on  noise simulation 

Voltage  withstand resistance 

Insulation resistance 

External output  *3 Transistor output:  2  points (RUN,  OUTPUT) 
Compatible  power  cable size 0.75 to 2 mm2 
Compatible  crimping terminal 

450  g (1 .O Ib) Weight 
182  mm  (7.2 inch) (H) x 98  mm  (3.9 inch) (w) x 50 mm  (2.0 inch) (D) External dimensions 

1 1 8 N c m  (1 2 kgcm) Compatible  tightening  torque 
VI   ,244,  V1.25-YS4A,  V2-S4,  V2-YS4A 

Between AC external terminal group  and  ground:  1500V  AC, for 1 minute 
Between DC external terminal group  and  ground:  500V  AC, for 1 minute 

Between AC external terminal group  and  ground:  500V  DC, 5 MR min.  by 
means of insulation resistance 

*3. (iJ External  output  specifications 

Item 
Photocoupler insulation Insulation method 

Specifications 

0.5 Npoint, IN1 common Max. load  current 
10.2  to 30V DC Usable  load  voltage  range 

Max.  surge  current 
0.1 mA max. Leakaae  current  when off 

IA,  loops max. 

Max.  drop in voltage when  on 
2 ms  max. OFF + ON Response  time 

0.9V DC (typ.),  0.5A, 1.5V DC (max.), 0.5A 

ON + OFF 2 ms  max. (resistance load) 
Surge killer 
Externally supplied I Voltage  12/24C  DC (1 0.2  to 30V DC) I Zener diode  built  into  photocoupler 

power  Current  7 mA (typ., 24V DC, per common) I 
@ Using  external  output 

RUN ............ This outputs a  signal  indicating  whether  or  not  the  GOT  is  operating 
normally. 

Output  status) 
ON : when  operating  normally 
OFF : when  an  error  occurs 
(wiring  diagram:  see  Section 4.2) 

This  should be used in instances  where the GOT  operation  is  being 
monitored  by  the  PC  CPU.  This  function is used  by  having  the  external 
output  read  by an  input  module  and  then  having  it  checked  by  the  se- 
quence  program. 

OUTPUT ...... By turning  on  the  GOT'S  internal  bit  device  GB1  using  the  status  moni- 
toring  function or the  touch  switch  (bit)  function, an  external  output  (lamp 
illumination,  buzzer)  is  available. 
In  order to use  this function, install  version B or  later  of  the  ROM-BIOS/ 
OS for SW2NIW-A8SYSP to the GOT. 
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(1) supported CPU 

Large-sized  MELSEC-A  seriedQnA  series  CPU 

Small-sized  MELSEC-A  series 
/QnA  seriesCPU 

Multi-axis controller  CPU 

MELSEC-FX  series  CPU 

PLC by Omron 

Microcomputer  connection 

Q2ACW, CMACPU-Sl 
Q3ACPU,  Q4ACPU 
Q4ARCPU 
A1  NCPU, NNCPU, A2NCPU  P21/R21 
A3NCPU,  A3NCPU  P21/R21 
(Version L  or  later  for  AnNCPU  with  link, 
version  H  or  later  for  AnNCPU without  link) 
A2UCPU,  A2UCPU-SI 
A3UCPU,  A4UCPU 
A2ACPU,  A2ACPU  P21/R21 
A2ACPU-SI, A2ACPU-SI  P21/R21 
A3ACPU,  A3ACPU  P21/R21 
Q2ASCPU,  Q2ASHCPU, 
A2USCPU,  A2USCPU-S1, 
A2USHCPU,  A2USH-S1 
A1  SCPU,  A1  SHCPU 
A2SCPU  (Version C or  later  for  A2SCPU)*l 
A2SHCPU 
A i  SJCPU, AISJHCPU, A1 SJCPU-S3 
AOJ2HCPU  (Version E  or  later) 
A2CCPU  (Version  H  or laterr2 
A2CJCPU*2 
A273UCPU,  A273UHCPU 
A373UCPU 
A I  71  SCPU, A I  71  SCPU-S3 
F X o  series, FXCN series, FXOS series, 
FX, series, F>G series, %C series, 
F X Z N  series *3 
C200H  series, C200HS series, 
C200Ha series,  CQM1  series, 
C1 OOOH series 
C2000H  series 
CVl 000 series *4 

Personal  computer,  microcomputer  board, 
PLC, etc. 

*I Calculater  link  connections  are  not  available  for A2S. 
*2 Bus  connections  are  not  available  for  A2C  or  A2CJCPU. 
*3 The D G N  series  monitor  possible  range  is  the F X C  series  device  range. 
*4 For  CV1000,  use  the  PLC  version V1 or  later. 
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(2) Restriction of the clock function 

Among the  application CPUs listed in ( l ) ,  the CPUs  that  can  not be  supported  the  clock 
functions (Utility  screen clock setting function, Clock  display function, Date  display  in the 
alarm  list  /alarm  history  display  function,  Date  and  time  print  in  the  report  function)  are  shown 
below. 

@ MELSEC-A and QnA series 
AOJ2HCPU,  A2CCPU,  A2CJCPU 

@ MELSEC-FX  series,  Omron PLC,  microcomputer  connections 

MELSEC-FX 
series 

c 
C200H  series 

C200HS  series 

ode1 
F X O  series, WN series 

Clock  function 

F X O S  series. F X I  series 
Unusable 

F>G series, F X Z C  series The  clock  function  can  be  used  when 
the  real-time clock cassette  is  used. 

F X ~ N  series 

Usable 

Usable 
C200H-CPU11 
C200H-CPU31 
C200H-CPU21 

C200H-CPU01 
sette  is  used C200H-CPU23 
using  the  clock-function memory cas- C200H-CPU22 
Clock  function  can be used  when 

C200H-CPU03 
Uunsable C200H-CPU02 

Usable 
C200Ha I C200HE-CPU11 I Unusable 
series I PLC  other  than  above Usable 

Clock  function  can  be  used  when 
CQMl series 

Unusable C1 OOOH and  C2000H  series 

using  the  colck-function  memory cas- 
sette  is  used 

I cv1000 I Unusable 
Microcomputer  connection Unusable 
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3. Spmfications M€LSH= GOT 
~ ~~ 

3.4 Monitor  Functions  that  can  be Used with Each Connection  Method 
The monitor functions  that can  be used with each  connection method are shown below. For 
information  regarding  applicable CPUs refer to Section 3.3. For  details  regarding  the  expansion 
function  (system  monitor  function,  special  module  monitor function, circuit monitor function), refer 
to the  A870GOT/A850GOT  Operating  Manual  (Expanded  Functions  Manual). a When the  monitor  destination  is  the MELSEC-A series or QnA series. 

0 * 1  0 0:; 0 ' 4  0 * 1  0 * 1  0 * 1  

Bus 
tion (local station) connection 
Connected  sta- 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Remote  station 

0 * 1  0 0:; 0 * 4  0 * 1  0 * 1  0 * 1  

Calculater 

connection 
0 ' 4  0 X 0 0 0 0 tion (bd station) link 

Connected  sta- 

Remote  station 
0 ' 1   0 * 4  0:; 0 * 1   0 ' 1   0 ' 1   0 ' 1  

MELSECNET 
(I I)/B 

Master  station 0 0 0 * 2  0 0 * 2  0 

connection Local  station X X 

0 0 * 4  0 :; 0'1 0 :; 0 * 1  connection 
Normal  station /I 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Control  Stati0t-I MELSECNET 
X X X X X 

System  Monitor  Special  Module Circuit  Monitor Function Name sprite Fmtion 

( ACPU QnACPU ACPU QnACPU ACPU QnACPU ACPU 

Function  Function  (Note 3) 1 Monitor  Function 
Connection  Type 
CW direct 

tion (local station) connection 
Connected sta- 

Monitored PC  CPU  Type 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Remote  station 

- 

2nACPU 

X 

'1. There  are  times  when  monitoring  is  not  conducted  by  the  PC  CPU that is  being  monitored. 
For  details  refer to SW2NIW-A8GOTP  Operating  Manual  (Monitor  Screen  Creation  Manual). 

*2. Monitors  other  than 6 and  W  allocated  by  the  link parameterhetwork parameter  are  in  the 
AnA device  range. 

*3. When  the  monitor  destination  is  QnACPU,  the  T/C  set  value  cannot  be  performed to monitor 
or  change.  The  monitor  destination  cannot  be  performed to change V/Z current  value  regard- 
less of the  ACPU  or  QnACPU.  When  the  monitor  destination  is  QnACPU,  the  device com- 
ment  cannot  be  performed to display. 

*4. This  is  done by installing a  special  module  monitor  function OS of the SW2NIW-A8SYSP 
version D or  later. 

When the monitor  destination  is MELSEC-FX series, Omron PLC, or  microcom- 
puter  connection 

The  access  range that can  be  monitored  are  only  the  connected  CPU  and  PLC. 
Remote  stations  cannot  be  monitored. 

Sprite Function Function Name System  Monitor 
Function Monitor  Function Function 

Circuit  Monitor  Special  Module 

MELSEC-FX  series  connection 0 

X X X Microcomputer  connection 0 
X X X Omron  PLC  connection 0 
X o-- X 

*1. This  is  done  by  installing a system  monitor  function OS of the  SW2NIW-A8SYSP  version B or  later. 
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3. Specifications MELSEC GOT 

3.6 Table  of  Component  Equipment  Modules 

Component Remarks Model 

SOT set component , 

A8GT-70GOT-lW (main  module)  and  A8GT-PWTF ( ~ o w e r  SUDDM set components A870GOT-TWS 
power suppty module) 

ASGT-70GOT-SW  (main  module)  and A 8 G T - M T  (power  supply) set components A870GOT-SWS (GOT main module + 
A8GT-70GOT-EW  (main  module)  and A8GT-PWU (power  supply)  set  components A870GOT-WS 

A8GT-7GGOT-EW 

STN color  LCD display module with touch key panel (case color: dark gray) A8GT-70GOT-SB 
STN color  LCD display module  with  touch key panel (case color: ivory white) A8GT-70GOT-SW 
EL display M u l e  with  touch key panel (case  color: dark gray) A8GT-70GOT-EB 
EL display modute  with touch key panel (case color: ivory white) 

GOT main  module 

1 A8GT-70GOT-lW I TFT color  LCD disDlaY module  with  touch  key panel (case color: ivory white) 
A8GT-70GOT-TB TFT color  LCD display module  with  touch  key panel (case color:  dark gray) 
A8GT-PWEL 

Set of 5 transparent protective  sheets for EL A8GT-70PSCE 
For  TFT color  LCD  module A8GT-70Ll-r 
Set  of 2 for STN  color  LCD  module A8GT-70LTS 
100/200 VAC input  for TFT color  LCD  module A8GT-WVTF 
100/200 VAC input for STN color LCD module A8GT-PWST 
100/200 VAC input for EL display module 

Power  supply 
module 

Backlights 

Protective sheet A8GT-70PSNE 

Set of 5 anti-reflection protective sheets for STNffFT A8GT-70PSNS 
Set  of 5 transparent protective  sheets for S T N m  A8GT-70PSCS 
Set of 5 anti-reflection  protective  sheets  for EL 

Expanded  memory 
A8GT-MCA1 MFDW lntemal  memory  expansion 1 M byte  (For OS and user screens) 
A8GT-MCA2MFDW Internal  memOly expansion 2M byte (For OS and user screens) cassette 
A8GT-MCA4MFDW Internal memOry expansion 4M byte (For OS and user screens) monitoring drcuits. 

circuit monitor caSSette A8GT-MCAM For circuit  monitor  functions 
MF3257-L5DAT01 SRAM made  bv Mitsubishi; memow  capacity  256  KB 

oneoftheseis 
necessary* 

1 MF3513-L5DAT01 I SRAM made bv Mitsubishi: memow  capacity 51 2  KB I 
rMF31 M1  IL5DATOl 

SRAM made  by  Mitsubishi;  memory  capacity  2  MB  MF32M1 -L6DATO1 
SRAM made  by Mitsubishi; memory  capacity 1 MB 

MF3257-J1 DATol 

with  backup  battery MF3513-J1 DATol 

with  backup  battery 
SRAM  made  by  Mitsubishi;  memory  capacity  256  KB; 

SRAM made  by  Mitsubishi;  memory  capacity  51 2 KB; 

SRAM made by Mitsubishi;  memory  capacity 1 MB;  with 
card  conforming to 
JEIDA  Ver. 4.0 SRAM made  by Mitsubishi; memory  capacity  2  MB;  with 
standard MF32M1  -J1 DATO1 

backup 

’1 Recommended 
product 

memory 
backup battery MF31M1-JlDATOl 

Q1 MEM-64S SRAM for QnACPU; memory  capacity  64 KB 
Q1  MEM-128s 

SRAM for QnACPU;  memory  capacity  2 MB Q1 MEM-2MS 
SRAM for QnACPU;  memory  capacity 1 MB Q1 MEM-1  MS 
SRAM for  QnACPU;  memory  capacity 51 2 KB Q1 MEM-512s 
SRAM for QnACPU; memory  capacity  256 KB Q1  MEM-256s 
SRAM  for  QnACPU;  memory  capacity 128 KB 

. .  . 

Bus connection  in- 

For connection to MELSECNET (11) coaxial link; for local station only ’ A7GT-J71AR23 Data link module 
For connection to MELSECNET (11) optical  link;  for  local  station only A7GT-J71AP23 
For  connecting to  a muttiple  module  bus  (connector:  small-sized CPU type connector) A7GT-BUS2S tion  interface  module 
For  connecting to a multiple  module  bus  (connector:  large-sized CPU type connector) A7GT-BUS2 Muttiirop bus connec- 
For bus  connection  (connector: small-sized CPU  type  connector)  A7GT-BUSS terface  module 
For bus  connection  (connector:  large-sized CPU  type  connector)  A7GT-BUS 

A7GT-J71AT23B For connection to  MELSECNETB link: for local  station onlv 



3. Specifications MELSK: GOT 

(continued from previous  page) . .  . , .  

Component Remarks. Model 
Network  module 

PLC of other companies and for microcomputer  connection. tions  module 
Serial communica- 

For connection to MELSECNETA 0 loop netwdrk; for ordinary station only A7GT-J71  LP23 
A7GT-J7tBRl3 

For CPU direct connection;  for calculator link connection;  for connectin  to the 
For connection to MELSECNET/lO coaxial bus network; for o r d i i  station only 

AGT-RS4 

External I/O 
interface module 

I ABGT-70KBF I For external YO connection 

Printer 
interface  module 

1 A8GT-70PRF For printer  connection 

Printer connection 
For connecting printer and printer interface &le; cable length: 30 m ( 9 8  feet) AC300PIO-20P cable 
For connecting printer and printer interface module; cable length: 3 m (1 0 feet) AC30PIO-20P 

AC30R4 
For connecting GOT and PC CPU; cable  length: 3 m (1 0 feet) 
For connectina GOT and serial communications  module 

Y 

For connecting GOT and PC CPU;  cable  length:  10  m ( 3 3  feet) 
For connecting GOT and serial communications  module 

~ ~. ~ 

RS-422  cable AC100R4 
L 

For  connecting GOT and PC CPU; cable length: 30 m  (98 feet) 
For connecting GOT and serial communications  module 

AC300R4 

ACOGB Cable lenclth 0.6 m  (2 feet) 

Expansion  cable 

For connecting large-sized base 
unit and  A7GT-BUSBUS2 

For connecting small-sized base 
unit and  A7GT-BUSSBUS2S 

For connectina small-sized base 
A1 SC30NB 

Cable  length 5 rn (1 6 feet) A1 SCWNB 
unit and  A7GT-BUWBUS2 Cable  length  3  m  (10 feet) 

~ v ~~ 

A8GT-Cl2NB 

Cable length 5 m (1 6 feet) A8GT-C50NB 
Cable  length 3 m (1 0 feet) A8GT-C30NB 
Cable length 1.2 m (4 feet) 

For connecting  large-sized base 
unit and  A7GT-BUSWBUS2S 

A7GT-Cl OOEXS 

A8GT-Cl 00MSS :onnection cable 
Cable length 30  m (1 00 feet) A7GT-C300MS  -ong-distance  bus 
Cable  length 20 m (66 feet) A7GT-C2OOEXS 
Cable  length  10  m  (33 feet) 

Cable length 30 rn (100 feet) A8GT-C300MSS 
Cable  length  20  m (66 feet) A8GT-C200EXSS 
Cable  length  10  m (33 feet) 

. For connecting small-sized base 
unit and A7GT-BUWBUS2 

' 

unit and A7GT-BUSS /BUS2S 
For connecting small-sized base 

A7GT-C1 OOB 
Cable  length  20 rn (66 feet) A7GT-C200B 
Cable length 10  m (33 feet) 

For connecting  A7GT-BUS and 

-ong-distance GOT 
Cable  length 10 m (33 feet) A8GT-Cl OOBS connection cable 
Cable  length  30  m  (100 feet) A7GT-C300B A7GT-BUSBUS2 

A8GT-C200BS 
Cable  length 30 m (1 00 feet) A8GT-C300BS 
Cable  length x) rn (66 feet) For connecting  A7GT-BUSS  and 

A7GT-BUSSAUS2S 
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3. Specifications MELSEC GOT 

(continued from previous page) 

I Component I Model Remarks 
Bus  connector 
conversion box 
Calculator link For connecting GOT and calculator link module: cable length: 3 m (10 feet) A7GT-AC30R4 

A7GT-C300B For converting  from the large connector to the sma# connector 

I module  connection 1 A7GT-AC100R4 For connecting GOT and calculator link module:  cable  length:  10  m  (33 feet) 
I cable 1 A7GT-AC300R4 I For connecting GOT and calculator link module:  cable  length: 30 m (98 feet) 

I 

- 
For connecting MELSECNET (11) optical link module or MELSECNET/IO optical 
loop  network 

Fiber-optic  cable - 

Coaxial cable I -  For connecting MELSECNET (11) coaxial link module or MELSECNET/lO coaxial 
bus  network 

I Twisted pair cable I I I - I For connecting MELSECNET/B 

* I ,  Recommended product: 
This product is  guaranteed to have specifications  (standards)  that  can be connected to our  modules. 
These products should be used in conformance  with the specifications  (standards) of that product. 

*2. Can be connected: 
Products  with  this  indication have specifications  that  allow  connection to our  modules. These products should 
be used in conformance with the specifications  (standards) of that product. 

*3. For differences  between  A7GT-BUS/BUS2 and A7GT-BUSS/BUS2S,  refer to Section 12.7. 

For information on component  modules  required  for  creating and transmitting  project  data, refer to Section 2.2. 
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4. Names of Parts and Their Settings MEiSK: GOT 

4. Names of Parts and Theirs,§eMings 
4.1 GOT Main Module 

0 
l 

0- 

0- 
63- 

03 
No. I Name Remarks Contents 
0 

- Interface for installing the  memory  card  Memory card interface @ 

- Displays monitor  screens Display module 

@ 1 Ratings  plate I - I - 
Interface for connecting  op- 
tional module I Interface for connecting  optional  module 

Indicates whether or not memory  card  can be installed. 
Not  lighted - Memory  card  can be installed (when  switch @ is 

Lighted - Memory  card  cannot be installed (when  switch @ is 
on) 
If memory card is installed  while power is on, this specifies memory OFF setting 
card  access status. 

Memory card access switch ON - Access  from GOT to memory  card is disabled. 
OFF - Access  from GOT to memory  card is enabled. ON setting 

(This  is  set to OFF when ShiDDed from  the  factow.) o> 

Memory  card LED - off) 

D 

@ I Reset switch I Resets the GOT hardware \ With  cassette cove1 
@ I Memory  cassette interface I Interface for connecting  the  memory  cassette I - 

Communications  module  in- Interface for connecting  a  communications  module 
terface 1 
Communications  module  in- - Interface for connecting  a  communications  module 

Screw  hole  for  attaching  Screw hole for securing  a  communications  module to the GOT 
communications  module 

@ I RS-232C interface I RS-232C interface for connecting  a  computer *' I - 
@ 

- trol panel or other  component,  the  hook of the  attachment fitting Fitting for attaching main 
module @ 

- RS-232C interface for connecting  a  power  supply  module Power  supply  module  interface 
When the  attachment  fitting is used to attach  the GOT to a con- 

is inserted  here to secure  it. 

0 1 power  supply  module Screw for attaching 1 Screw  hole  used to secure the power  supply  module to the GOT 1 
*l The connector  used for the  RS-232C interface that  connects  the  computer  should  have  a  maximum  thickness of 16 mm. 

(Suggested  connector:  17JE-23250-02 (D8A6)) 
If the  connector has a  thickness  that  exceeds 16 mm, it  will not fit the  RS-232C interface. 
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4. Names of Parts  and  Their  Settings MELSEC GOT 

4.2 P w r m  Mo_duCe 

-0 

-0 
I 

Remarks Gontents 
For 100/200 VAC power  supply  input  and external output 

1 

When shorted: l o0  VAC setting 
When open: 200 VAC setting 

Jse the  short  ba 
hat  comes wit1 
he product  to se 
he 100 VAC set 
ing. 

Terminal base 

External load 

Ratinas date - 
Screw  used to attach  a  power  supply  module to the GOT main  module. 
The  tightening  torque  range is 36 to 48 N-cm (3.7 to 4.9 kg-cm). 
Hook  used to secure  the  power supply module to the GOT main  module 

Power  supply  module 
attachment  screw 
Power  supply  module 
securing hook 
GOT main  module 
connector 

Connector  used to connect  the  power  supply  interface of the 
GOT main  module 13 (Cannot be used) 
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5. Handtbtg Component  Equipment  Modules MELSECGOT 
I 

i 

, 

Modules 
i 

5.1 Protective Sheets 
I 

L 

5.1.1 Types of protective  sheets 

The  A8GT-70PSCE,  A8GGT-70PSCS,  A8GT-70PSNE,  and  A8GT-70PSNS  are  protective  sheets 
for  the  display  module of the  GOT. 

Protective  sheets  are  used  for  the  following  purposes: 

@) To  protect  the touch keys  from  scratches and dirt  when  using  the touch key  panel  on  the 

@ To prevent  reflection  from  external  disturbance  light  on  the  display  module 

The protective  sheet  used  should  be  selected in accordance  with  the  purpose  for  which  it  is  used, 
from  among  those listed here. 

display  module 

~~ 

Purpose 
~ 

Model- 
~~ 

Contents 

Protection  of  display 

Display module protection 
Anti-reflection  protective sheet (for STN, TFIM-sheet set ABGT-7OPSNS + anti-reflection 
Anti-reflection  protective sheet (for EL); 5-sheet set A8GT-70PSNE 

A8GT-70PSCE 
Transparent  protective  sheet  (for STN, TFT); 5-sheet set A8GGT-70PSCS 
Transparent  protective sheet (for EL); 5-sheet set 

5.1.2 Attachment procedures 

@ Peel  off the  old  protective  sheet  from  the  GOT  display  module. 

@ Peel  off  the  backing  from  the  new  protective  sheet  and  affix  the  adhesive  surface  of 
the  sheet to the  display  module of the  GOT. 

(Note) When  affixing  the  protective  sheet to the  display  module,  make  sure  it  is  flat 
and tight, with  no  looseness  or  gaps  at  the  adhesive  sections. 

, 
c 
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5. Handing Component Equipment Modules MELSEC GOT 

5.2 Memory Cassettes 

5.2.1 Types of memory  cassettes 

Product  Contents Model 
I 

Circuit  monitor 
cassette I A8GT-MCAM 

For circuit  monitor  functions 

A8GT-MCA1  MFDW 

cassette 

Internal memory expansion 1 M byte t circuit monitor fundtions 

Internal  memory  expansion 4M byte t circuit monitor fundtions A8GT-MCA4MFDW 
Internal memory expansion 2M byte t circuit monitor fundtions A8GT-MCA2MFDW Expanded memory 

5.2.2 lnstallina  and  removing memow cassettes 

Installing  the  memory  cassette 

Memory cassette i 

Press 

@) Turn off the  power  supply to the  GOT. 

@ Pressing  with  your  first  finger  and  thumb  on  the  inner  side  of  the  projecting  section of 
the  memory  cassette  (marked @ in the  illustration),  pull  out  the  memory  cassette. 

@ Slide  the  memory  cassette into position  along  the  memory  cassette  guide  plate,  until 
the  projecting  section  marked @I comes in contact  with  the  square  hole  marked @I. 

5 - 2  
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5. Handling Component  Equipment Modules MELSEC GOT 

Inh Precautions  regarding  handling r. 
. .  

The following  precautions  should be observed  when  handling  memory  cassettes. 

The memory cassette is made of resinous materials, and should be  protected from 
strong shock or impact. 

Do not separate the PC8 of the  memory  cassette from the  case, as  this  can  result  in 
a breakdown. 

Be careful to keep  foreign  matter  such as  wire  scraps  out of the  memory  cassette. If 
foreign  matter  does  get into the  cassette,  remove  it  right away. 

When  installing the  memory  cassette  in  the  GOT,  press  it  firmly  against  the  connector. 

Do not  set  the  memory  cassette  on any  metallic  material which  is  or  may  be  leaking 
electricity, or on any wood, plastic, vinyl,  textile,  or paper surface  which may conduct 
static  electricity. 

Do not touch the  leads of the memory cassette. This  can  cause  the  memory to  be 
destroyed. 

Do not touch the  connector  that  connects  the  memory  cassette to the  GOT. Touch- 
ing  this  connector  can  cause  defective contact. 
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5. W i n g  Component  Equipment  Modules MELSEC GOT 

5.3 Memorv Cards 

5.3.1 Types of memory  cards that can be used 

Recommended 

JEIDA Ver. 4.0 

5.3.2 Installing  and  removing the memory  card 

Memory cards can be installed and removed  with the power supply  on, but the procedure out- 
lined below should be carried  out  first to enable  installation  and  removal of the card. 

Preparation  for  installinghemoving  memory  card  with  power on 

Turn off the memory card access switch on the GOT,  and  make  sure the memory card 
LED  has  gone out. 
Once the memory card LED has gone out, the memory card can be installed and re- 
moved even if the power  supply is on. 

Installing  the  memory  card 

Install the memory card in the GOT with the front  surface  facing up. 

Reverse  surface of GOT 
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5. M n g  Component Equipment Modules MElSEG GOT 

Removing the memory card 

Turn off the memory card access switch on the GOT, and  make  sure the memory card 
LED has gone out. Then remove the card. 
Removing the card while the memory card LED is [ighted  can  destroy the contents of the 
card. 
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5. Wdlina ComDonent  EauiDment  Modules MELSEC GOT 

5.3.3 When and how to replace lhe battery 

a Checking for a  drop  in  battery power 

The  GOT  can check the memory card battery to see if the power has dropped. (This can 
be done only  when the memury card access switch is on.) 

The battery power is  checked  in the following  ways: 

@ The batter power is checked during the self-test  function  (see  Section 7.8). 
If the battery  power is low, a  message  will be displayed on the self-test  screen. 

@ The battery power is  also  checked  by the alarm  list  display  (system  alarm)  function. 
If the battery power is low, an error  warning  message and the “Battery Low” error 
code will be displayed  on the monitor  screen. 

For more information on the monitor  functions  in steps 0, please  refer to the A8GOTP 
Operating  Manual  (Monitor  Screen  Creation  Manual). 

Ish Battery  lifetime 

For the backup time  period of a  memory card that  conforms to JEIDA  Ver. 4.0 standards, 
please  refer to the instruction sheet that  comes with the memory card. 

Replacing  the  battery 

Please  refer to the instruction sheet that  comes  with the memory card. 



5. Uand6ing Component  Equipment  Modules MELSEC GOT 

5.4 Installing the Corrwnmiea#nms@bdolles I '  , .  

This  section  explains  how to install the various communications modules in  the GOT, 

5.4.1 Installing the serial communications  mo-dule 

This  shows  how to install  a  serial  communications  module  in  the GOT. For  more  detailed  informa- 
tion on installing  a  serial  communications  module  and  entering  the settings, please  refer to the 
A8GT-RS4  User's  Manual. 

0 Before  installing  a  serial  communications  module  in  the GOT, or  removing  a  module 
already  installed,  switch  all  phases  of  the  external  power  supply off to the  GOT. 

Reverse  surface of GOT 
Serial communica- 
tions m 

@ Install  the  serial  communication  module to the GOT, then  fix  it 
in place by tightening  the  screws of the  serial  communication 
module  within  the  range  of  specified  torque, 39 to 59 N c m  (4 
to 6 kgcm). 
To  remove  the  serial  communications  module,  loosen  the  screw, 
and  then  reverse  the  installation  procedure. 

@ Connect  the  serial  communications  module  and  the  PC  CPU/ 
calculator  link  module  using  the RS-422 cable. 
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5. Handling Component  Equipment  Modules MELSEC GOT 

5.4.2 Installing the tws c o r r d o n  module 
This shows how to install  a bus connection  module  in the GOT. For more  detailed  information  on 
installing a bus connection module and entering the settings, please  refer to the A7GT-BUS/ 
A7GT-BUS 2 User’s Manual. 

0 Before  installing  a bus connection  module in the GOT,  or  removing  a  module  already I @ DANGER installed, switch all  phases  of the external power supply off to the GOT. 

I Reverse surface of GOT 

Left  side of bus 
connection 
module 

Install the bus connection module to the GOT, then fix  it  in 
place by tightening the screws of the bus connection module 
within the range of specified torque, 39 to 59 N c m  (4 to 6 
kgcm). 
To  remove  the bus connection  module,  loosen the screw,  and 
then  reverse the installation procedure. 

Connect the bus connection module and the main base/ex- 
pansion  base  module  using the expansion  cable. 

Set the expansion  stage switch and I/O slot switch of the bus 
connection  module. 
After setting  these  switches,  turn  on  the  power  supplies to the 
PC  CPU  and the GOT. 
This completes the procedure  for  entering  settings  for the bus 
connection  module. 

Refer to Section 13.2 for instructions regarding the setting 
method for the  bus  connection  module’s expansion stage 
switch and I/O slot switch. 



5. Handling Component Equipment  Modules MELSEC GOT 

5.4.3 Installinga data + l i n k  e n d u b . .  

This  shows how to install a data  link W u l e  in the GOT. For more  detailed  information  on  data  link 
module specifications and  settings,  please  refer to the  A7GT-J71AP23/R23 User’s Manual,  the 
A7GT-J71AT23B User’s Manual,  and the MELSECNFT  and  MELSECNET/B Data Link  System 
Reference  Manuals. 

1 @ DANGER 0 Before installing a data link module in the GOT,  or removing a module already in- 
stalled,  switch at1 phases of the  external  power  supply off to the GOT. 

Reverse  surface of GOT 
~~ 

lata link  module 

Ditch 

Reverse  surface 
of data  link 
module 

Data  link  module  LED 

@ Install  the data link  module to the GOT, then fix it  in  place  by 
tightening  the  screws of  the data  link  module  within  the  range 
of specified torque, 39 to  59 N c m  (4 to 6 kgscm). 
To remove  the data link module, loosen the screw, and  then 
reverse  the  installation  procedure. 

@ Connect  the  link  cable to the  data  link  module. For instructions 
on connecting a coaxial  cable  or twisted pair cable, please  re- 
fer to the MELSECNET  and  MELSECNET/B  Data  Link  System 
Reference  Manuals. 

@ Set the  mode change switch of the  data link module to the 
Test Mode. 

@ Turn  on the  power  supply to the GOT  and  run a test  of  the data 
link. 
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Reverse  surface 
of data  link 

0 

@ After the test  has  been  completed, turn off the  power  supply to 
the GOT, and set the various switches on the data  link  module 
to match the system  configuration. 
This completes the procedure  for  setting  the  data  link  module. 

a Setting  the  switches on the data link  module 

This  section  explains how to set the switches  used  with the data  link  module. 

(a) Station  number  setting switch 

Since  this data link  module acts only  as  a  local station, it should be set  as follows: 

MNET (11): Stations 1 to 64 
MNET/B:  Stations 1 to 31 

(b) Mode change  setting switch 

Set this to the on-line mode for  a  data  link. 

(c)  Baud  rate switch (MNETB only) 

Set  this to the baud rate set  for the master  station. 

Precautions  when  using  a data link  module 

The data link module acts only  as  a  local station, so the station number setting switch 
should be set to “0”. 

Testing the data link  connection  (self-test) 

The self-test  checks  elements  such as the  data  link  hardware  and  link  cable  connections. 
This test can be selected by setting the mode change setting switch to the third item 
shown below. 

Switch setting Contents Name 

5 

6 station,  and  the  other  as  the  sub  station. Inter-station  test  mode  (sub  station) 

Intec-statbn test me (main  station) 
The  station  with  the  lower  number  Serves  as  the  main 
This  mode  checks  the  circuits  between two Stations. 

This  checks  the  hardware,  including  sending  and 

the  data  link  module  as  a  stand-alone  module. 
7 reception  circuits  in  the  transmission  system,  based 01 Self-test 

Let’s look  at how the self-test  is  carried out. 
The  self-test  checks the hardware of the data  link  module,  including  sending  and recep- 
tion  circuits (main loops  and auxiliary loops) in the transmission  system,  based on the  data 
link unit as a stand-alone  module . For other testing  methods, please refer to the 
MELSECNET and MELSECNET/B Data  Link  System  Reference  Manuals. 
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The  st?#-test procedure is described below. 

L 

Link con- 
nector of 
data  link 
module 

for  self-test 

Reverse  side  of 
data  link  module 

Data  link  module  LED  section 
/ 

@ Turn off the power supply to the GOT, and connect  the link 
cable between  the link connectors of the  data link  module,  in a 
folded-back connection. For instructions on connecting a co- 
axial  cable,  please  refer to the MELSECNET and MELSECNET/ 
B Data  Link  System  Reference  Manuals. 
A twisted-pair caMe does not need to  be connected. 

@ Set the mode change  setting  switch on the  data link module to 
“7” (this  is  the  self-test  setting). 

@ Turn  on  the  power  supply to the GOT and  start  the self-test. 
The test  status  and  results  are  shown  in  the  display  section  of 
the  data  link  module  LED. 

(Judging the  test  results) 

0 Normal -The  fobwing flash in sequence: “CRC”, “OVER”, “AB.IF, “TIME”, “DATA, 

Error - One  of the above LEDs lights, and the test stops. The following should be 
“UNDER”. 

checked as possible  causes  of  the  error: 
. A cable may be disconnected. 
. The  transmission  side  and  receiving  side  have  not  been connected with a cable. 

The  transmission  side  of  the  main loop is connected to the  transmission  side  of  the 
auxiliary loop, and  the  receiving  side  of the main loop is connected to the  receiving 
side of the auxiliary loop. 
There is a problem with the  hardware of the data link  module. 

Reverse  side + wDEml 
of data link  module 

@ If the  results of the  test are normal, the test procedure is con- 
cluded. 
Set the mode change setting switch of the  data  link  module to 
“0” or “ I ” ,  and  turn on the  power  supply to the  GOT  (this sets 
the  on-line  mode). 
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5.4.4 Instatling a network module 

This  shows  how to install a network  module  in  the GOT.  For more  detailed  information  on  network 
module  specifications  and  settings,  please  refer to the  A7GT-J71  LP23/BR13  User’s  Manual  and 
the  MELSECNET/lO  Network  System  Reference  Manual (For PC Networks). 

1 DANGER 0 Before  installing a network module in the GOT,  or removing a module  already in- 
stalled, switch all  phases  of  the  external  power  supply off to the GOT. 

I Reverse  surface of GOT I 
Netw 

Reverse  surface 
of network 
module 

* 

STATION 

Network unit LED section 

@ Install the network module to the GOT,  then  fix it in  place  by 
tightening the screws of the network module  within  the  range 
of specified torque, 39 to 59 Ncm (4 to 6 kgcm). 
To remove the network module, loosen the screw, and then 
reverse  the  installation procedure. 

@ Connect  the  link  cable to the network module. 
For instructions on connecting a coaxial  cable,  please  refer to 
the MELSECNET/lO Network System  Reference  Manual  (For 
PC Networks). 

@ Set the  mode change switch of the  network module to the 
Test Mode. 

@ Turn on the power  supply to the GOT and  run a link  test  of the 
network. 
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I 
b 

0 ,  After ttwb&has b.cocompMed, turn o#f the power  supply to 
the GOT,’and set the various switches on the network  module 
to match the system  configuration. 
This completes the procedure for setting the network  module. i 

, ’  

c Reverse side 
of netwolk module 

i 

Inh 

Ish 

Setting  the  switches on  the  network  module 

This section  explains how to set the switches  used  with the network module, 

(a) Network number  setting switch 

Set the number of the network connected to the network module. 

(b) Group  number  setting  switch 

Set the number of the  group to be incorporated into the network  module. If no group 
is to be specified, set “0” for this. 

(c) Station  number  setting switch 

The network  module  should be set  as follows,  depending on whether an optical  loop 
system  or  a  coaxial bus system  is  used. 

Optical loop system  (A7GT-J71 LP23): Stations 1 to 64 
Coaxial bus system  (A7GT-J71  BR13):  Stations  1 to 32 

(d) Mode change  setting switch 

Set this to the on-line mode when  using  a network. 

Precautions  when  using a network  module 

The network module  acts only  as  an  ordinary  station, so the control station  shift  function 
cannot be used. Also, the range  of  other stations with which communications can be 
exchanged is limited to those stations of network connected to the network module. 
Communications  cannot be exchanged  with  other  stations on other  networks. 

Testing  the  network  connection  (self-test) 

The set-test checks  elements  such  as the network  hardware and cable  connections. This 
test  can be selected  by  setting the mode change  setting switch to the tenth item  shown 
next  page. 
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Switch setbing Contents Name 

3 

Loop  test  (auxiliary  loop) 4 

Loop  test  (main  loop) 

This  mode  checks  the  circuits  between  two  stations. Inter-station  test  mode  (main  station) 5 

This mode  checks  the  circuits  after  all  of  the  stations 
have  been connected.  It sets aH of the  stations  other 
than  those  being chxked in  the  on-line  mode  and 
then  runs  the  test  (only  with  optical  loop  systems). 

The station  with  the lower number  serves  as the  main 
6 station, and  the as the  sub  &tion, Inter-station  test  mode  (sub  station) 

This checks  the  hardware,  including  sending  and 
reception  circuits  and cables in  the  transmission 
system,  based  on  the  network  unit  as a  stand-alone 
module. 
This  checks  the  hardware,  including  sending  and 

the  network  module as a  stand-alone  module. 

7 Self-test 

8 reception  circuits  in  the  transmission  system,  based  on Internal  self-test 

9 Hardware test I This  checks  hardware  inside  the  network  module. 
D 

Station  no.  check F 

Group  no.  check E 
Network no. check 

This  checks  the  network  number,  group  number,  and 
station  numbers  specified  for  the  network  module. 

Let’s look at how the  self-test  is  carried out. 
The  self-test  checks the hardware of the network module,  including  sending  and recep- 
tion circuits  (main  loops  and  auxiliary loops) and  cables  in  the  transmission  system,  based 
on  the  network  module as a stand-alone  module. 
For other testing methods, please  refer to the MELSECNET/lO Network System  Refer- 
ence  Manual (For PC Networks). 

The  self-test procedure is described  below. 

r link con- 

I 

I for  self-test 1 

Reverse  side 

@ Tum off the  power  supply to the GOT,  and connect  the  optical 
cable between the connectors of the network  module, in a 
folded-back connection. 
For instructions  on connecting a coaxial  cable,  please  refer to 
the MELSECNET/lO Network System  Reference  Manual  (For 
PC Networks). 

@ Set the  mode  change  setting  switch  on  the  network  module to 
“7” (this  is  the  self-test  setting). 
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RUN 
SD 
RD 

CRC 
OVER 

@ Turn  on the power supply to the GOT and start the self-test. 
The test  status  and  results are shown in the  display  section of 
the network module LED. 

(Judging  the  test  results) 

Normal -The following  flash  in  sequence: ”CRC”, “OVER”,  “AB.IF”,  “TIME”, “DATA, 

Error - One of the above LEDs lights, and the test stops. The following should be 
“UNDER”. 

checked as possible  causes of the  error: 

. The transmission  side  and  receiving  side  have  not been connected with a cable. 
A cable  may be disconnected. 

The transmission  side of the  main  loop  is connected to the  transmission  side of the 
auxiliary loop, and the receiving  side of the main loop is connected to the  receiving 
side of the auxiliary loop. 

a There is a problem with the hardware of the network  module. 

@ If the results of the  test are normal, the test  procedure is con- 
cluded. 
Set the  mode  change  setting switch of the network  module to 
“O”, and turn on  the  power  supply to the GOT  (this  sets the on- 
line mode). 
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This  section  shows how to enter the settings  for the power supply  module  installed in the GOT. 

0 When  installing  a power supply module in the GOT, or removing it from the GOT, 

Not  doing so could result  in  electric  shock,  damage to the module or malfunctioning. 
@ DANGER switch all  phases  of  the  external power supply off to the GOT and  PC. 

I A CAUTION 0 When  wiring the power  supply  module, always check the rated  voltage of the product 
first, as  well  as the terminal  layout,  and  make  sure  wiring  is  done  correctly. 
Connecting a power supply  of the wrong voltage  or  wiring the module erroneously 
could result  in  fire  or breakdowns. 

@= 

@ Install the power  supply  module to the GOT, then fix it in place 
by tightening the screws of the power supply module within 
the  range of specified torque, 39 to 59 N c m  (4 to 6 kgcm). 
To remove the power supply  module,  loosen the screw, and 
then  reverse the installation  procedure. 

@ Connect the power supply module to the terminal  base with 
the power supply  cable. 
If the power  supply  voltage  is 100 VAC,  set  (short) 100 VAC on 
the short  side of the power  supply  terminal. 
Connect  the  power  cables  grounded to the FG and LG termi- 
nals. 
If external output is being used, connect the output terminal 
and the equipment  being  used  with  power  cables. 
After  completing the wiring,  cover  it  with  a  protective  cover to 
make  sure no one touches it. 
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I 
I 

5.6. Install= Printer  Interface W ~ m a W 0 4 d r W r d a W l u k .  \ 

This section shows how to enter  the  settings  for the printer  interface  module/extemal I/O interface 
module  installed  in  the  GOT. For more  detailed  information  on  printer  interface  module/external 
I/O interface  module  specifications,  please  refer to the  A8GT-70PRF User’s Manual  and  the  A8GT- 
70KBF  User’sManual. 

I @DANGER 0 When  installing a printer  interface  module/external l/O interface  module in the GOT, 
or removing  it  from  the  GOT, switch all  phases  of  the  external  power  supply off to the 

I GOT  and  PC. I 

Insert connectors A8GT-70PRF and  A8GT-70KBF  in the in- 
terface  for  connecting  module atop GOT. I ‘1 

Firmly  fix  it  in  place  by  tightening  the  module  fixed  screws  within 
the  range  of  specified  torque, 39 to 59 N a n  (4 to 6 kgcm). 

P 

1, 

To remove the module, loosen the  screw, and  then  reverse 
the  installation  procedure. 
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6. Proceclums to Prepam EOP -g 
Operation 

Refer  to  Section 3.2 
and Section 4.2 

Turn  on  the  GOT  power  supply. 

I 
Install  into  the GOT  the OS program  installed in 
the  personal  computer. 

3 Install  the ROM-BIOS.  The  ROM-BIOS  is 
installed  at  the  time of  shipment.  The 
ROM-BIOS  only  needs to be  installed if the 
version of the  ROM-BIOS installed in the  GOT 
is  older  than  the  version of ROM-BIOS 
installed  in  the  personal  computer. 

of the ROM-BIOS is  completed. 

expanded  function OS, and  optional OS in the 
GOT. 

@ When installation  is  completed  reset  the GOT 

@ Reset  the  GOT  power  supply  when  installation 

0 Install  the  basic OS, communication  driver, 

power  supply. 

1 

Connect  the  module  installation  and 
communication  cables to the  GOT. 

@ Install  the  communication  module  and  optional 

@ Set  the  communication  module  switches. 
@I Connect  the  connectors  that  will  be  used to 

connect  the  communications  cable  and 
optional  functions  cable to the  GOT. 

@ Turn on the  power  supply  of  the  system 
connect to the GOT. 

module to the  GOT. 

I 

Refer to the 
SWPNIW-A8GOTP . Operating  Manual 
(Data  Transmission/ 
DebugginglDocurnent 
Creation  Manual) 

Refer to Chapter 5 

1 Refer to the 

I 
Download  the  screen  data  created SWPNIW-ABGOTP 

by  the  personal  computer. 
. . . . . . . . Operating  Manual 

(Data  Transmission/ 
Debugging/Document 
Creation Manual) The  monitor  is  started 

when  the  download  is  completed. 
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7.1 Table of Utility  Functions 

Item 
Brightness 
adjustment 
Message  display 
selection 

System  monitor 

Special  module 
monitor 

Screen copy 

Setup 

Self-test 

Memory  informa- 
tion 

Circuit  monitor 

Clock function 

Screen  cleaning 

Contents Remarks 
I 

Adjusts the backlight  brightness 
Selects the screen  message  display 
(Japanese/English) 

Can  only be executed  when OS 
Monitors/changes CPU  devices 

ware to GOT 
is  installed  from  graphics soft- 

Ref. Page 

Section 
7.3 

Section 
7.4 

Monitordchanges special  function unit  buffer 
memory 

Can  only be executed  when OS 
is  installed  from  graphics soft- 
ware to GOT 

Section 
7.5 

Transmits  data  between  internal  memory of 

Message display  selection  (Japanese/English) 
Sets the following  items: 

user screen data and memory card 
Only  screen data c r e a t e d  by the 

the GOT: 
Tests the following  hardware modules of 

Screen  saver  time  setting 
Buzzer  sound  adjustment 

Font  check 
Drawing  check 

Check of  user  area in internal  memory 
Memory card check 

CPU communications check 
Check of OS area  of  internal  memory 

Displays the following  information: 
Check of touch keys 

Format  of  communications with PC  CPU 
OS version 

Whether or not  memory card is  inserted, 
Space available  in  internal  memory 

Whether  or  not  circuit  monitor  function  exists 
and available space 

memory card is installed  and 
Monitors  sequence  programs  of  PC  CPU os is installed from graphics 

software to GOT 
Sets datehime of  PC  CPU 
Displays meen in  order to clean  display 
module 

The following information  of  the  data  stored by 
the  alarm  history  function  is  display,  data dele- 
tion,  data  capacity,  and  storage  date  and  time. 

Memory card format 
File function 
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Section 
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Section 
7.7 

Section 
7.8 

Section 
7.9 

Section 
7.1 0 

Section  7.1 1 
Section 

7.1 2 

Section 
7.1 3 
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7.2 Procedures to Prepare for Running the Various Functions 
This  section outlines the various procedures used to prepare for running the utility functions. 
All of the utility  functions  can be operated  using the touch keys on the monitor  screen. 

There  are two ways to start up the utility  functions,  as described below. 

(1) Touch the top right and top left corners of the monitor  screen  at the same time. 

Touch at  the  same  time 

(2) On the monitor screen,  specify the touch key  (expansion) function, and  input the settings 
using the touch keys.  (For  information on entering  settings  using touch keys,  please  refer to 
the A8GOTP Operating  Manual  (Monitor  Screen  Creation  Manual).) 

The following  shows an outline of the utility  function procedures. 

Touch key Input Select 

screen Utility menu 

*Brightness  adjustment 
Message  display  selection 

J, I System  monitor I 

(Reset  processing) 

Touch at  the  same  time I 

I 

L 
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I I I 

Special module 

1 I monitor 

Screen copy 

Setup e Self-test 
I - 

information v- 
Memory 

+ 
e- Circuit monitor 

+ 
J L  

Clock setting - 7 Screen cleaning 1 



Display  screen 

l=l l m  

Functions 

This  is  the  menu  screen  where  the  various  utility  functions  are  selected. 
The  brightness  of  the  screen  can  be  adjusted  on this screen. 
The  screen  message  display  (JapaneseIEnglish)  can be selected  on this screen, 

Ish Operation 

(a)  Basic  operation 
Directly  touch  the  section  where  the  function to be  selected is  displayed. 

(b)  Return to the  monitor  screen 
Touching  the  returns to the  monitor  screen. 

(c)  Brightness  adjustment 
Touch ml. 
The  brightness  can  be  adjusted  in 50 steps. 
The  brightness  adjustment  is  the  STN  type  only. 

(d) Message  display  selection 
Touch or mI. (m] : English, m i :  Japanese) 

Point 
If the OS has  not  been  installed  in  the  GOT,  the  items  for  system  monitoring  and  special 

If no  memory  cassette  has  been  installed  in  the  GOT,  or if the OS has  not  been  installed  in 

If the PC  CPU connected to the GOT does  not  have  a  clock function, the  clock setting is 

module  monitoring  are  displayed,  but  cannot  be  selected. 

the  GOT,  the  items  for  circuit  monitoring  are  displayed,  but  cannot  be  selected. 

displayed,  but  cannot  be  selected. 

a Error  messages  displayed  in  response  to  operations 

Message  Cause Corrective Action 

Can't be selected OS has  not  been  installed  in GOT Install  the OS. 
(When  system monitor, special Memory  card  has  not  been  in Install  the  memory  cassette. 
module  monitor,  circuit  monitor, or PC  CPU  connected to GOT has  no Replace  the PC CPU with  one  that 
clock  setting  is  selected) clock  function has  a  clock  function,  or do  not  use 

the  clock  function. 
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7.4 Monitoring PC  CPU Device Data on a Dedicated Screen (System 
Monitor) 

Point 
In  order to use the  system  monitor  function, the OS must be installed from  the  graphics 
software to the GOT. 

a Display  screen 

Example of screen 

D 15  -2147483648 DW 
D 10 

Y 70 
M 25 0 

R 50 6837M28 DW 
D O  3 

x ool 0-32767 

w 200 43 

D 10  32767 D 18  -500 
D 1 1  
D 12 

0 D 19  3234 

D 13 - 1  D 21 
0 D 20 0 

0 
D 14 
D 15 

0 D 22 
3 D 23 -32768 

0 

D 16 
D 17 

0 D 24 
0 D 2 6  

0 
0 

[Production line A ] 

[Production line B ] 

[Production line C ] 

0 PV 0 sv 
1 PV 0 sv 
2 PV 150 SV 

3 PV 0 sv 

o i t  
o i t  

150 + 
o i t  

i,.o-.N.oi"i.L ", 
1 

BM 1110  -32768 
BM 1 1 1 1  64 
BM 1112 149 
BM 1113 - 1 1 1 1  
BM 1114 126 
BM 1115 160 
BM 1116 255 
BM 1117 1200 

BM 1118 
BM 1119 
BM 1120 
BM 1121 
BM 1122 
BM lln 
BM 1124 
BM 1125 

0 

150 

-32768 
131 

2368 
555 

a 

1 1000 

Functions 

Bit  devices  and  word  devices  of  the  PC  CPU  can  be  monitored  and  changes  made. 
Contact points, coils,  set  values,  and  current  values  for  the  PC  CPU  timer  and  counter 

The contents of the  special  function  module  buffer  memory  can  be  monitored  and 
can be monitored  and  changes  made. 

changes  made. 

Operation 

(a)  Basic  operation 

Operations  can be carried  out  by  touching  the  monitor  screen  directly. 
For detailed  information,  please  refer to the A870GOT Graphic  Operation  Terminal 
Operating  Manual  (Expanded  Functions  Manual). 

(b) Returning to the  utility  menu  screen 

Touching  the  returns to the  monitor  screen. 
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7.5 IlllmBbring the-.6peciatBumtions Madb.8w%er.Mcmay on a 
Dedicated  Screen  (Special  Functions  Module  Monitor) . ,  

Point 
The following operations must be carried out in order to use the special module monitoring 
function. 
@ Install the OS from the graphics  software to the GOT. 
@ Download the special  module  monitor  data  from  the  graphics software to the GOT. 

Display screen 
Example of screen 

RESEr HENU Chg. 
SET.' EHD HONIT Ilata 

1 ................ ................ ................ I 

.;.. .............. :. ........ 

.:. ............ __,_. ....... 

........ 

........ 

1- 1 I 

1180308T 

13 13 Type 
1 ;? Type 

............ ................ 

130 A B S  1 3 1  INC 
10 I?BS + INC 

lab Functions 

The contents of the buffer  memory of the special  functions  module  can be monitored 

Input  and  output  signals of the  special  function  module  can be monitored  and  changes 
and  changes  made. 

made on dedicated  screens. 

Operation 

(a)  Basic  operation 

Operations  can be carried  out by touching the  monitor  screen  directly. 
For detailed  information,  please refer to the A870GOT Graphic  Operation  Terminal 
Operating  Manual  (Expanded  Functions  Manual). 

(b)  Returning to the utility  menu  screen 

Touching  the  returns to the monitor  screen. 

L. 

t 

t 
I 

C 

c 
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7.6 Copying Monitor Data Between the  Internal  Memory and Memory 
Card (Screen Copy) 

When  the  alarm history function data is  stored  in  the  memory card that  uses this function  the 
screen  data  copied  using  the  screen  copy  function  is  deleted.  Use  separate  memory  cards of the 
memory  cards  for  the  screen  copy  function  and  the  alarm  history function. a Display  screen 

Example of screen 

--I DATE COW 

INNER MEMORY C MEMORY CARD 

T 4 SEL. +I COPY 

I II 
I -’ 
Functions 

Project  data  can  be  backed  up  from  the  internal  memory to a  memory  card. 
Project  data  backed up from  the  memory  card to the  internal  memory  can  be  copied. 

Ish Operations 

(a)  Basic  operations 

Items  are  selected  by  touching  the  and II) keys. 
Touching  the [JI key  displays  the  message “OK to execute?”. 
To execute the function, touch the  key  once  again. To select an item,  use the 

and  keys.  To  interrupt  a  function,  touch  the  key.  However,  please  be 
aware that this returns to the  utility  menu  screen. 

(b)  Returning to the  utility  menu  screen 

Touching  the  returns to the  utility  menu  screen. 

a Error  messages  displayed  in  response  to  operations 

Message Corrective Action CeuSe 

write protect function specified  on  the  memory  card.  memory card. 
The  write protect function  has  been Cancel  the  write  protect  function  on  the 

Install  memory  card 

F m a t  memory  card 

No memory  card  has  been  installed  in ,nstall a memory card in the GOT, the  GOT. 
The  memory  card  installed  in  the  GOT  Format  the  memory  card. (See Section 
has  not  been  formatted. 
The  amount  of  space  available  on  the 

8.4.) 

rnemorv. 
which  has  sufticient  space  available.  is  less  than  the  contents of the  internal 
Replace  the  memory card with one  memory  card  which has been installed Insufficient  memory  on  card 

Memory  card  error There is a  hardware  problem  with  the 
memory  card  which  has  been  installed. Replace  the  memory  card. 
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Point 
Executing the setup  function  and  touching  automatically  resets  the GOT and  displays the 
monitor  screen. 

a Display  screen 

Example of screen 
1 

11-1 DATE A n m  S ~ N G  

11 - , 1 1 1 8  SHORT LONG H 

II 
* The  Settings and selected items are  highlighted 

Ish Functions 

The  screen  message  display  (Japanese/English)  can be selected. (When shipped  from 

The  length of the buzzer  can be selected. (When shipped  from  the  factory,  this is  set to 

The timing of the screen  saver  function  can be set. 

the factory,  this is  set to Japanese.) 

“Short”.) 

Screen  saver  function - . In  order to keep  the  display  module  from  burning  out,  this 
function turns off the display if it  is not touched within a 
specified period of time. (The backlight  does  not go off .) 
If the display  has  been  turned off, it  can  be  tumed  on  again 
simply by touching it. 

. If this  timing  is set to ‘CY, the screen  is  always  displayed. 

Operations 

(a) Basic  operations 

Items are selected by touching the and 1.11 keys. 
Settings are changed by pressing the and a keys. 
The setting  for  the  screen saver timing  can be changed by touching the It( and a keys to highlight the digits,  and then t h e m  and a keys to set the numeric 
value. (If another item is selected right after this setting is  entered, touching the 
(t( key returns the highlighted display to the ”Screen Saver Time” parameter, 
where the and a keys  can be used  for  selection.) 

When the key is pressed, the GOT  is  reset automatically, and the monitor 
screen  is  displayed. 

After  entering  a  setting, touch the key. 
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7. Opemting Utility Functions MELSEC GOT 

7.8 Self-Test of the GOT Main  Module  Hardware  (Self-Test) 
a Display  screen 

GRAPHIC FONTROM MEMCARD USERROM 
CHECK CHECK CHECK CHECK 

OS AREA COMM. TOUCHSW 
CHECK CHECK CHECK . 

Functions 

This tests the hardware  modules of the GOT listed  below. 

Drawing check - Checks visually  for sections of the display module 

Font check - Checks visually  for distortion in the character font. 
Memory card check - Checks the memory card hardware. 
Internal  memory  user  area  check - Checks the user  area  of the internal 

Internal  memory OS area check - Checks the OS area  of the internal 
memory. 
CPU communications check - Checks the status of communications 
between the GOT and the PC  CPU.  (This  requires a program in the PC 
CPU. Also, if the MELSECNET is connected, the link parameters are 
required as  well.) 

where  colors or  display  elements  are  missing. 

memory. 

Touch  keys  check-  Checks the touch keys. 

These  are 
. checked by 
the GOT. 

Operations 

(a)  Basic  operations 

Touch the display  section of the item to be run. 
To  operate the various  items,  follow the messages  displayed on the screen. 
When  an item has been  completed  without  errors,  a  message is  displayed,  indicat- 

If a problem  is  detected, an error  message is displayed,  stating  the  content  of  the  error. 
The following  three  types of  screens  are  drawn  during the drawing check: 

ing  that no problems occurred. 

(iJ The  entire  screen  is  displayed  in  one  color. The colors  used  for  display  change 
in the  order of  blue + red + purple + green + blue/green + yellow + white. 

@ Basic  graphics  such as circles  and  squares  are  displayed. 
@ Ovals and checked patterns are  displayed  either  alternately, or  in  a  superim- 

posed display. 
To check CPU communications, the following  program  and link  parameters  should 
be written to the PC  CPU.  (Link  parameters  are  necessary  only if a MELSECNET  is 
connected.) 
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7. Operating Utility Functions MELSEC GO1 

* Link  parameters 
= W1F  HFFFF Station M (CPU) + Station L (GOT): 

WO to F 

W10 to 1F 
= W1F HO 1-{MOV HO WF Station M (CPU) + Station L (GOT): 

Settings for B/W'I are not  necessary. 

(b)  Returning to the  utility  menu  screen 

Touching the returns to the utility  menu  screen. 

7.9 Displaying  Various  Types  of  GOT  System  Information  (System In- 
formation) 
a Display screen 

Example of screen 

1 
MEMORY INFOMATION - 

R 
* S N  Version 

*ROM BIOS Ver OOA 
*SYSTEM Ver 1 .OO 
-PC MONITOR Ver 1 .OO 
*COMM.DRIVER Ver 1 .OO 
*SP. UNIT 

MONITOR Ver 1 .OO 
*SP. UNIT 

MON. DATAID. 524638803 
*LADDER MON. Ver 1 .OO 

la 

Functions 

This  displays the various  types  of  memory  information  for the GOT shown  below. 

OS version 
Format for communications  with the PC CPU 
Available space  in  internal  memory 
Whether  or  not  memory card is  installed, and amount  of space available on memory 

Whether  or  not  circuit  monitor  function  exists 
card 

a Operations 

(a)  Basic  operations 

The screen can be scrolled by touching the and keys, 

(b) Returning to the utility  menu  screen 

Touching the returns to the utility menu screen. 
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7. Operating  Utility  Functions MELSEC GOT 

7.10 Monitoring  the(=ircuits of the  PC CPU Sequence Program (CkuSt 
Monitor) 

Point 
The following  operations  are  necessary  for  circuit  monitoring. 
@ Install the memory card in the GOT. 
@ Install the OS from the graphics  software to the GOT. 

Display  screen 

Example of screen 

x0001 x0002 

Ready Start 
display  operation ready 

4 :  "I 4voon 

instruction 

t 
TO 

25 
7 

Start 
warning 

Inh 

Ish 

Functions 

Sequence programs of the PC  CPU can be monitored. 

Other stations on  the network system can be monitored (within the same network 
only). 

Monitoring  can be switched between the main and sub programs. 

Operations 

(a)  Basic  operations 

Operations are carried  out by touching the monitor  screen. 
For detailed  information,  please refer to the A870GOT  Graphic  Operation  Terminal 
Operating  Manual  (Expanded  Functions  Manual). 

(b) Returning to the utility  menu  screen 

Touching the returns to the monitor  screen. 
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7. Operating Utility Functions MELSH: GOT 

Example of screen 

H/Q9m 11E3/40 (FRI) 

T 1 CHANGE t + SELECT +I SET 

* The date and time displayed  in the setting window are those shown when the clock 
setting screen is displayed.  The time most recently set  is  always shown at the upper 
right of the screen.  After  you  have  finished  entering the settings,  check  this  time at the 
upper  right of the display. 

I 

i 

Functions 

0 On the clock controlled by the PC  CPU, the date,  time,  and  day can be set. 

Ish Operations 

(a)  Basic  operations 

Items  are  selected by touching t h e m  and  keys. 
Numeric  values  are  changed by touching t h e m  and keys. 
Touching t h e m  key sets the clock data in the PC  CPU. 

(b) Returning to the utility  menu  screen 

Touching the returns to the monitor  screen. 

- 
Point 

The clock setting  should be entered  when the system is booted. 
When  using  a  sequence  program  or  similar  program  on the PC  CPU  side to read  and  write 

If the PC  CPU connected to the GOT does  not have a  clock  function,  this  function  cannot 
clock data,  settings for the clock data  cannot be entered  properly  using  this  function. 

be selected on the Utility  menu. 

Y 

I 

f 
I 
f 

. 
I 
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7. Opmting Utility Functions MELSEC GOT 

7.12 ..Displaying Display Section Cleaning Screen (Screen Cleening) 
a Display  screen 

Example of screen 

I 

lab Functions 

When  cleaning  the  display  module,  displaying  a  completely  black  screen  makes  the 
surface  easier to see. 

Operations 

(a)  Basic  operations 

Touching  the  upper right and left corners of the  screen  simultaneously  returns to 
the  Utility  menu. 

Touch  here  simultaneously 
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7. Operatim Utility Functions MELSEC GOT 

The  same  memory card cannot be used for the alarm history function and the screen  copy  func- 
tion. If the alarm history function data is stored in the memory card in which the screen copy 
function screen data is stored the data stored by the screen copy will be deleted, so take due 
precautions. 

Use  separate  memory cards b r  the ~ ~ c R s d 6  fcwth@-n copy function and the alarm 
history  function. 

If a  different  memory card,&%v& raerr;rcary for &&I can be used) is switched in 
while this screen  is disp(gied,4&&~t$cwm#mof~&d in memory card cannot be 
displayed.  Redisplay this s(pie;;jn fro& &..u@ym!.i%, ... : -,: _.I. . *  , .  

. .  . ,,, - 1 . .  

I =Im- 

Function 

The  file  name,  capacity,  date,  and  time  of the data  stored by the alarm  history  function 
can be checked. (The  file  name  of the data  stored by the alarm  history  function  is  set to 
the above  ALARMHST.DAT.  fixed) 
The  memory card can be formatted. 
The data stored by the alarm  history  function can be deleted. 

Ish Operation 

(a) Operation  for  deleting the data  stored by the alarm  history  function 
Touch the to select the data to be deleted. 
After  making  the  selection touch the LDELETE] . 
To  delete  all  of the data stored in the memory card touch 1 ALL DELETE I . 

(b) Operation for formatting the memory card 
Touch FORMAT]. 

(c)  To  return to the utility  menu 

i 

t 
1 

c, 
I 
I . 

Touch I END I to return to the utility  menu. 
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8. Off-line Functions MELSEC GOT 

8. Off-line  Functions 
All off-line  functions are processed from the graphics  software  in  relation to the GOT. 

Point 
1 There  are no operations on the GOT side. I 

For detailed information on operation with the graphics software, please  refer to the ABGOTP 
Operating  Manual  (Data Transmission/Debugging/Document Creation  Manual). 

8.1 Table of Off-line Functions 

Item 

Install 

Download 

Upload 

Memory card 
format 

Memory 
information 

Contents 

Installs the OS from the computer to the internal 
memory of the GOT. 

Downloads  project  data  and  special  module moni- 
tor  data  from  the computer to the internal  memory 
of the GOT. 

Uploads project data from the internal  memory  of 
the  GOT to the computer. 

Formats the memory card installed  in the GOT. 

Sends the following information to the computer: 
the  version  of the OS currently  installed  in the GOT, 
the space available  in the  internal  memory,  and the 
space available on the memory card. 

Remarks 

This  can  also be check- 
ed  using  “Memory  Infor- 
mation” under the GOT 
utility  functions  (see 
Section 7.9). 
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9. Installation MEtSEC GOT 

-. . 
. .  

9.1 Precautions  Regarding  Handling 
This  section  explains  precautions  which  should be observed  when  handling  the  GOT 

@DANGER 0 Before  beginning  any  installation  or  wiring  work,  make  sure all  phases  of  the  power 
supply  have  been obstructed  from the  outside.  Failing to completely  shut  out  the 
power  supply  phases  could  cause  electrical  shock  and/or  damage to the  product. 

0 Following  installation  or  wiring  work,  when  turning  on  the  power  supply  and  operating 
the  equipment,  make  sure  the  terminal  cover  provided as  an  accessory  has  been 
attached to the  product.  Failing to attach  the m e r  could  result in electrical  shock. 

A CAUTION 0 Be  careful  never to let  foreign  matter  such  as  filings  or  wiring  scraps  get  inside  the 
module.  These  can  cause  fire,  breakdowns,  and  malfunctioning. 

0 Communications  cables  should  not be bundled  with  main  circuits  and  power  lines,  or 
installed  in  the  vicinity  of  these. 

0 The  communications  cable  should be connected  securely to the  connector  on  the 
communications  module,  and  checked  after  being installed, to make  sure  it  is  not 
loose.  Defective  contact  could  cause  malfunctioning. 

0 Make  sure  the  memory  cassette  is  installed  securely  in  its  connector.  After  connecting 
the  connector,  check to make  sure  it  is  securely  tightened  and  not  loose.  Defective 
contact  could  cause  malfunctioning. 

0 The  FG and LG  terminals  should  always be grounded  using  the  Class 3 ground de- 
signed  especially for the  Graphic  Operation  Terminal,  or  a  higher  class  of  ground. 
Failing to ground  these  terminals  sufficiently  could  cause  electrical  shock  and/or  mal- 
functioning. 

0 Before  wiring  the  GOT,  check  the  rated  voltage  and  terminal  layout  of  the  wiring,  and 
make  sure  wiring  is  done correctly. Connecting  a  power  supply that differs  from  the 
rated  voltage, or wiring  it  incorrectly,  could  cause  fire  and/or  breakdowns. 

0 Tighten  terminal  screws to the  rated  torque. 
Failing to tighten  terminal  screws  adequately  could  cause short-circuits, fire,  and/or 
malfunctioning. 
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9. Installation M€LS€C GOT 

The  module  is made of resinous  materials,  and  should be  protected from strong shock or 
impact. 

Do not  separate  the PCB of the  module from the  case,  as this can  result  in  a  breakdown. 

When  attaching  the  main  module to the  control  panel,  position  the  display  module as shown 
below. 

9 If the  temperature  inside  the  panel is 55"C, the  display  module  should be attached  at  an 
angle  within  the  range of 60 to 105". 

4 GOT 

Display 
module 

Panel 
/' 

Using  the  display  module  at  an  angle  outside  the  range  noted  above  may  cause  the GOT to 
wear  out  faster  than  it  would  otherwise.  Make  sure  the  temperature  inside  the  panel  does 
not  exceed 40°C. 
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When  installing the equipment,  make  sure the location  satisfies the general  specifica- A tions,  and  avoid  locations  like  those  listed  below.  Using  the  equipment  in  an  environment 
outside the range of the  general  specifications  could  result  in  electrical  shock,  fire,  mal- 
functioning,  and  damage to or deterioration of the  product. 
0 Locations  where the temperature  changes  drastically  and  condensation  occurs 
0 Locations  where the equipment  is  exposed to direct  sunlight 
0 Locations  where  strong  electrical  or  magnetic  fields are  generated 
0 Locations  where the main  module  is  exposed to direct  vibration or impact 

9.3 Attachment Procedures 
Use  the  fittings  that  come  with  the  main  module to assemble it. 

Attachment  panel  and  processing  dimensions 

If module s such  as  the  control  panel  door  and an attachment  base made by  the user  are 
to be  attached, the door and  attachment  base  need to  be  processed as  shown  in the 
illustration  below. 

Unit: mm (inch) 

Model A 
A8GT-70GOT-SW 
3 t 
1-1 A8GT-70GOT-SB 30, (i .9) 

I A8GT-70GOT-TB I 
1-1 A8GT-70GOT-EW 266 (1 o.5) 1 

B 

203  (8.0) 

183 (7.2) 

a Attachment  position 

When  attaching  the  GOT,  it  should  be  separated from other  equipment  by the clearances 
indicated  below. 

k l r  (7.9 inch) min. 

*within 4 rnm (0.16 inch) 
Board thickness 
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9. Installation MELSEC GOT 

Attachment procedure 

(a) Insert  the  front of the main  module  first. 

(b)  The module is attached at  six places on the top and bottom of the GOT, as shown 
below. FOP) (Bottom) 

Attachment pos i t is  Attachment  positions 

(c) Attach the attachment  fittings as shown below. 

The tightening torque should be in  the  range of 62 to 83.5 N-cm (7 to 8 kgcm). 

Slip  in  the  fastener in the  direction  shown 
in @ and  then  fasten  the  fastener  in  the 
order  of @ then @, and  then  fasten  the 
Danel with  screws. 
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lo., Maintenance and Inspection M U S E  GOT 

I O .  Maintenance  and ,,,tmrpection 
In  order to make  sure your PC is kept  operating  in  optimum  condition,  certain  items  should  be 
inspected  daily,  and  others  on  a  regular  basis.  These  items  are  described  below. 

10.1 D a h  Insmction 
The  items  noted  in  Table 10.1 should  be  inspected  daily. 

Table 10.1 Daily Inspection 

tern Corrective  action  Judgment  Criteria  Inspection  Method  Item to Inspect 

1 attached.  screws  and  covers that are :$le attachment 
Check for loose attachment 

not tightly attached. 

Make sure  they are firmly 
Tighten  screws securely. 

Loose terminal screws screws. 
There  should  be no loose  Tighten  terminal  screws 

securely. 

Proximity to crimping temi- There should  be  appropri- Space appropriately. 
ate spacing. 

Connector  area of cables connectors, There  should  be  no  loose  Tighten  connector  fixed 
screws securely. 

10.2 Periodic  Inspection 

3 

- 

4 

The  items  noted  below  should be inspected  once  or  twice every  six months. If the  equipment  is 
moved  or  renovated,  or if wiring  is  changed,  these  items  should  be  inspected  at  that time. 

Table 10.2 Periodic Inspection 

Item to Inspect Corrective  action  Judgment  Criteria  Item  Method 
4- s 
5 Ambient  temperature 
._ Q -  
% Ambient  humidity etedbarometer. 
s perature 8 Atmosphere No corrosive gases 

Display area 

panel  temperature  should 
If used inside the in- 0 to 55°C Other parts Measure  with  thermom- 

0 to 40°C 

> 
+ be  same as ambient  tem- 10 to 90% RH Measure corrosive gases. 

Power  supply  voltage 
check 24 VAC terminals. 

Measure  voltage  between 5,6 to 3, .2 Change  power  supply I 
vi 

._ 6 
2 and securely Try moving  the  module. Looseness,  rattling 

E 
2 Dirt or foreign matter  Check visually. 
9 

Should  be  attached  firmly 

ing to equipment Remove,clean Should  not  be any adher- 

Tighten 
0 

c 

Loose terminal screws Tighten No loose  screws  Tighten with a screwdriver. 
v) 
C 
0 ._ 
5 

terminals 2 Check visually, Proximity to crimping Appropriate  spacing  Correct  spacing 

~D 
Loose  connectors Tighten  connector  screws No loose  connectors Check visually. 
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10. Mainterne and Inspection MELSEC GOT 

10.3 Precautions  during  Maintenance  and  Inspection 
The  following  precautions  should be observed  'when  carrying  out  maintenance  and  inspections. 

I @DANGER 0 Do not  touch  the  terminals  while  the  power is on.  Doing  so  may  cause  electric  shock 
or  malfunctioning. 

0 Switch all phases of the  external  power  supply off before  cleaning  or  re-tightening 
terminal  screws. 
Not  doing so could  result  in  electric  shock. 

A CAUTION 0 Never  disassemble  or  modify  the  module.  This  could  cause  fire,  breakdowns,  and/or 
malfunctioning. 

0 Switch all  phases  of the  external  power  supply off before  attaching or detaching com- 
ponent  modules.  Doing  this  while  conductivity is  being  supplied  could  cause  a mod- 
ule to break  down,  or  could  cause  malfunctioning. 

0 When  disposing  of this product,  treat it  as  industrial  waste. 

10.4 Replacing  the LCD Backlights 
The  STN/TFT type  has two backlights  built  into  the  LCD of the  display  module. As time  goes by, 
these  backlights  gradually  become  dimmer.  When  the  display  module  screen  becomes  hard to 
see,  the  backlights  should be replaced. 

@ DANGER 0 When  replacing  the  backlight, turn off the  GOT power,  and  first  remove  the  GOT  main 
module  from  the  panel. If left  in  the  panel,  the  GOT  could  fall  and  cause  an  injury. If this 
is done  while  the  power  is  on  it  could  cause  electric  shock. 

ACAUTION 0 Do  not touch the  GOT's circuit board or electronic  components  when  replacing  the 
backlight. Doing  so  could  cause  trouble  or  malfunction. 

0 Be  sure to take  the  following  precautions  when  replacing  the TFT backlight  (A8GT- 
70LlT). 

Wear  gloves  or  finger  socks  when  replacing  the backlight. 
Replace  the  backlight  after  waiting 5 or more  minutes  after  turning  the  GOT's  power 
off. The  heat  from  the  backlight  can  cause  burns. 

0 When  disposing  the backlight, treat  it as industrial  waste. 
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10. Maintenance and Inspection MELSEC GOT 

Use the procedure bebw to replace the backlights. 

(1) Loosen the GOT attachment  fittings,  and  remove the GOT from the base. 

(2) @ Using  a  screwdriver,  remove  the six  securing  screws from the back of the GOT. 
@ When the screws have  been  removed,  remove the case  of the control circuit section 

from the case of the display  module. 

(3) @ Remove the six screws  securing the display module in place. 
@ When the screws have been  removed,  remove the display module from the case. 

8 

C 

(4) @ Turn over the display  module,  and  disconnect the backlight  cable connectors from  the 
display  module connectors (in two places). . 
For the SNT type  remove  from two locations on the top and bottom of the display mod- 
ule, and for the TFT type  remove from one  location on the top of the display  module. 

@ Take the two backlights off of the display module. 
For the SNT type  remove two backlights  form the top and bottom of the display  module, 
and for the TFT type  remove  one  backlight  from the top of  the  display module. 

i 

I 
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IO. Maintenance  and  Inspection MELSEC GOT 

._ 

Holding  the  connector,  tip @ 
it slightly toward  the @ Pressing  on  the  backlight 
side, and pull  it  upwards,  in fitting at @ with  a  finger, 
direction @, pull it in  direction @. 

. TFT-type 

/ 

Push up the catch  (black)  that  is  holding  the  back- 
light  in  the @ direction  and  then  pull  it out in  the @ 
direction. 

Remove  the  backlight  cable  connector from the  dis- 
play  unit  connector. 

(5) Install the new  backlights by reversing  the  above  procedure,  and  fit  the  display  module  back 
into its case. 

Point 
Securing  screws  should be tightened to a  tightening torque of 39 to 59 N c m  (4 to 6 kgcm). 

L I 
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1 1. Enor Codes and Error Messages MELSEC GOT 

I I Error Codes and Error Messages 
This  section  explains  the  error  codes  and  error  messages  displayed  in  the  alarm  list  display  of  the 
monitor function. 

11 .I InterDretina  the  DisDlav  Contents 
This  section  explains how to look at the  error  codes  and  error  messages  displayed  on  the  monitor 
screen,  and to decipher  the  correct  response  and  the  reference  page. 
First, let's look at  error  codes for the  system  which  are  displayed  on  the  monitor  screen  from  the 
alarm  list  display  of  the  monitor function. 

a Display  format  on  monitor  screen ----. Displayed  at  position  specified  by  user 
\ 

Iph Error codes  and  reference  manuals 

Location  where 
error  occurred Error code Reference 

I ACPU 0 to 199 
(D9008 value) 1 User's manual  for  the  ACPU  connected to the GOT 

MNET (II), MNET/B Data  Link  System  Reference 
MNET/B, MNET (11) 

for  links) '1 
Manual  (see  page  with  instructions  on  special  relays 200 to 299 

GOT Section 11 -2 300 to 499 

MNET/lO MNET/I 0 Network System  Reference  Manual  (see '0° to 799 page  with instructions on  special  relays  for  links) *2 
I ! I I 1 QnACPU 1 ' O o 0  to 9999 I User's  manual  for  the  QnACPU  connected to the  GOT (SDO value) 

* I ,  See the  page  which  explains  the  special  relays  for  the  link  of  the  (error  code) + 9000, 
and  take  the  appropriate  steps to correct  the  problem.  For  example, if error code 
(21 0) is  displayed,  this  would  be  21 0 + 9000 = 921 0,  so the  error  would  be  corrected 
as described  by M9210. 

*2. See the  page  which  explains  the  special  relays  for  the  link of the  (error  code) - 500, 
and  take  the  appropriate  steps to correct the problem. For example, if error code 
(510)  is  displayed, this would be 510 - 500 = 10, so the  error  would  be  corrected  as 
described  by SBOOOA. (Special  relays  for  links  use  hexadecimal  format, so hexadeci- 
mal  values  should  be  substituted  for  decimal  values.) 

d 

I 

i 
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11.2 Tab.bs of Error  Codes  and  Error  Messages 
. 

Error messages  displayed  before  monitoring 

I Error message Corrective  action Error contents 
I I 

Check  communication  circuit. 
(cable, driver, module) 

Check for loose  cables  and  mounting 
Cable, installed communications driver, or 

Also  check  the  installed  communica- communications  module is  fautty 
status of corf~fnuni~ations  module. 

tions driver. 
~ 

Check  memory data. 
Arrangement of each  installed OS program 

sion. version is improper. 
Check each installed OS program ver- 

Error code and  error message dwing monitoring 

Error  codes  and  error  messages  detected  by GOT are  shown  below. 
The  error code can be checked  with  the  system  information  function  of  the  error code 
storage  area  and  with  the  alarm  list  (system  alarm) function. 
For  information  on  the  system  information  function  and  the  alarm  list function, refer to the 
SW2NIW-A8GOTP Operating  Manual  (Monitor  Screen  Creation  Manual) 

Errorcode 1 Error  message Remedy Error contents 
I Number  of  specified I 

monitoring points is ex- 
cessive. System  work area cannot be secured be- 

cause  sprite  settings of the  screen  to  be 
shown are  excessive. Reduce  the  number of sprite  setting 

sive. points. 
System  work area cannot be secured be- 

305 Number Of 'pecified cause  sprite  settings  of  the  screen to  be 
printout points is printed  out  by  hard  copy  function are ex- 
sive. 

306 No  monitor  data 

cessive. 
Screen  data is not downloaded  to  built-in 

memory. memory. 
Download  screen  data  to  built-in 

specfied basescreedwindow Screen (1) Specify  base  screen/window 
31 does  not exist in project  data. Specified  monitor  data 

does not exist  or  is out- 

1024) 
is outside  permissible  range (1 to side range. 

(2) Specify base screen/window (2)  Specified basescreedwindow screen 
screen  that  exists. 

screen of 1 to  1024  that exists. 

Specified  parts  do  not 
exist or are outside Check  specified  parts  numbers oi Part No. set  in parts display does  not  ex- 320 

ist. screen  data  parts display. 

32 1 ber of monitor  device is monitor  does  not exist or is not an appli- LnecK 
incorrect. 
Specified device is out- 

cable  monitor  station. 

Memory  card  capacity 
CPU to  be  monitored. applicable PC CPU. 
ing range by setting parameter and PC is outside  the  permissible  range of the Specifiez  file register is 
Set device in the permissible monitor-  The  number of the  device to  be  monitored 

OFF. switch is  OFF. 

Memory  card is not  mounted or the  Memory  card  is  not 

Check  capacity.  Memory  card  capacity is insufficient. 

tor In screen data. 

322 

331 

is insufficient. 33' 

outside  range. 323 

side ran e. 

Format  memory  card.  Memory  card is not  formatted. Format error 332 

Mount memory card and'or turn memory  card  access  switch  has  turned  mounted or M-CARD 
cess  switch  to  ON. 
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I 333 I Write  not  possible  be- 
cause  memory  card is Memory card is write  Protected. 

Cancel write  protection of memory 
card. 

I I write protected. I I I 
I 334 1 Memory  card is faulty. I Memory  card is defective. I Replace  memory card. 

Memory  card  battery 

Error  generated  by 

connected. power supply. not engaged. 

335 , 

Printer is faulty. 34 1 

Check  printer  and/or  engage  printer Printer is faulty,  or printer power supply is printer or power is dis- 340 

vottage is low. 

Check for loose  connectors of com- 
350 RS-232C  communica- Cable  connecting GOT to personal com- munications cable and check cable in 

use. 

Memg,  wd battery vottage  has dropped. Replace memory  card  battery. 

tion error puter is  faulty. 
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12. System  Configurations  When Mak- 
ing  Bus  Connections 

In addition to bus connections, the following are also possible: MELSECNET connections,  calcu- 
lator  link module connections, and direct connection to a CPU. The bus connection offers the 
fastest  PC  CPU  response speed. 

With bus connections,  expansion  connectors  are  used to connect the main  base  and the expan- 
sion  base to the GOT.  If a  large-sized  PC  CPU  is  connected, the GOT  can be installed up to 36.6 
m (120 feet)  from the main  base.  With  a  smaller  PC  CPU, the GOT  can be installed  as  far  as 30 m 
(98 feet)  from the main  base. 

In addition, up to three  GOT  modules  can be connected to a single  PC  CPU.  (There may be times 
when  only two GOT modules  can be connected,  depending on the type of  PC CPU.) 

- Connecting  to a small-sized PC CPU 

(1) Connecting  one GOT 

I MAX 

98feet) 
3 m  

(2) Connecting several GOT modules 

MAX T 
(20feet) 
6 m  

1 

h 

(9; 
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. ,  
, .  , ,? . ., 

- Connecting  to  a  large-sized PC CPU w , " .  
(1) Connecting a GOT within 6.6 m (22 f&t) ' ' 

. .  . . .  
. j  

(3) Connecting  geveral GOT m o d k s  

MAX 

(22 feet) 
6.6 rn 

I I ' " " " " " " " 

(2)  Connecting  a GOT at more  than 6.6 m (22  feet) 

T 

t*j ( 
A7GT-CNB 

When installing  a GOT at a  position of more  than 
6.6 m (22 feet), the  A7GT-CNB  is required. 

MAX 
30 m 

(98 feel) d -  

1 -(miJ - 
r \ 

MAX T 
(22 feet, . , , , , . , , , , , , . . , , . . , 
6.6 m 

When 3 GOT modules are being con- 
nected,  the  first  one  must  always be  po- 
sitioned  within 6.6 m(22  feet) 

\ 
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12.1 Useful Infomation When Making Bus Connections 

12.1.1  PC  CPU  handling of the GOT with bus connections 

When  using  a bus  connection,  the PC  CPU  recognizes the GOT as a special function 
module  with 32 I/O points. For  this  reason,  when  one  GOT  is connected, there  must 
always be one  empty I/O slot  (32  empty  points)  on  the  expansion  base  module. 
When  connecting two GOT modules,  there  must  be two empty  slots (64 empty  points), 
and  when  connecting  three  GOT  modules, 3 slots are  required  (96  empty  points). 

Even if there  are no emDtv I/O slots. however. the GOT  can be  connected  and used 
throuah  a bus connection if the  number  of em~tv  Doints  listed  below  are  available. 

Connecting  1  GOT ........... 32  points 
Connecting 2 GOTs . - . - - . I . .  64 points 
Connecting  3  GOTs .-....-.. 96 points 

12.1.2  Restrictions  when  using a direct PC  CPU  connection 

If a  direct I/O control  is  being  used  with the CPU connected to the GOT, the  empty  slot 
input X cannot  be  used  when  the  GOT is connected as described  below. 

When a 5 m (1 6 feet)  expansion  cable (AC5OB (-R), A1 SC50NB)  is used to connect  one 
GOT to the  main/expansion  base  unit. 

The  above  restrictions do not  apply if the  refresh method is being  used  for I/O control. 

With  a PC  CPU  in which  the I/O control  method  can be changed using  a switch,  the 
method  should be set to the  refresh  method. 

When  input X of the  empty  slot  is  being used 

1) When input X has  been  assigned with  the MELSECNET (11,  /B) data link  or 
MELSECNET/lO  network 

2) When  the  data  received  from  the  MELSECNET/MINI-S3  data  link  is  read to the 
FROM command input X 

3) When  input X of the  empty  slot is turned  on  and off from the calculator  link  unit 

4)  When  input X of the  empty  slot  is  turned  on  and off using  a touch switch  func- 
tion  (bit  SET/RST,  alternate,  momentary)  of  the  GOT 
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When  using  a bus connection,  there  are  some restrictions on  the  number of  GOTs  that  can  be 
connected, depending on the PC CPU to which  the GOTs  are connected,  and the  number of 
special  function  modules  installed. 

QDCPU ADACPU, AI7ucPtl, 
A2USCPU Other CPU 

No. of GOTs 
which  can  be up to 2 up to 3 up to 3 
connected 

No. of GOTs + 

can  be  installed 
*2 special  function special  function  mod- up to altogether can be in- modules  which 
cluding GOTs and  the cluding GOTs and the '2 function  modules listed in *' ' special  function 
Up to 2 altogether, in- Up to 6 altogether,  in- No limit for and special 

stalled,  including GOT and  spe- 
cia1  function  modules  listed  in *2. u,eS modules 

*1, Special  function  modules of the  following  models: 
AJ71  QC24  (R2/R4) 

*2.  Special  function  modules of the  following  models: 
AD51 (S), AD51 H(S3), AD51FD(S), AD57G(S3), A171C21(S1), AJ71  C23, 
AJ71  C24(S3/S6/S8),  AJ71  E71,  AJ71  C22(S7),  AJ71  UC24, A1 SJ71  UC24(R2/PRF/R4), 
A1  SJ71  E71 

12.1.4 Supplying power to the PC CPU and the GOT 

When  supplying  power to the PC  CPU  and the GOT,  please  observe  the  precautions noted  below. 

(1) Always use  one of the  procedures  below to turn on the  power  supply to the PC  CPU and  GOT. 
One  of  these  procedures  should be used even if several GOTs are  connected to the  CPU. 

@ Turn  on  the  power  supply to the PC  CPU and  the  GOT  at  the  same time. 

@ Turn  on  the  power  supply to the PC  CPU first, and  then to the  GOT. 

If several  GOTs  have  been connected,  and  the  power  supplies  are  being  turned  on  one  by 
one,  the  power  supplies  may  be  turned  on  in  any order. 

(2) If the  power  supply is turned  on  using method @ above, the CPU  begins to run  when  the 
power  supply to the GOT  is turned  on. If several  GOTs  have been  connected,  turning  on  the 
power  supplies to all  of the GOTs  runs the  CPU. 

(3) When  power  is  being  supplied to the PC  CPU and  the GOT, turning off the  power  supply to the 
PC  CPU  causes  a communications  error. 
If this  happens, turn off the  power  supply to the GOT and  follow  procedure  (1)  above to turn  on 
the  power  supplies to the PC  CPU  and the  GOT. 

(4) The  PC  CPU  continues to run  even if the  power  supply to the  GOT  is  turned off during  monitoring. 

0 When  disconnecting  the  expansion  cable that connects  the PC  CPU and  the  GOT, A CAUTION to prevent  errors  from  occurring,  make  sure  the  power  supplies to the PC  CPU and 
the GOT  are turned off first. 

c 

1 
I 

1 

, 
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12.1.5 Resetting the hardware with a bus connection 

When  connecting  buses to GOT, hardware  cannot  be  reset  even if the  reset  switch  on  the  back  of 
the GOT  main  module  is  depressed,  except  after  the  operations  shown  below  have  been per- 
formed  with  utility function. 

During  bus  connection,  execute  GOT  boot  up  again  (power  supply: OFF + ON) to reset  hardware. 

When  hardware  can  be  reset  by  pressing  the  reset  switch 
After  language  switchover  operation  (Japanese/English  switchover) 
After  changing  settings  of  setup  function  and  terminating  utility  screen 
After  performing  user  area  check  of  the  self-diagnosis  function  and  terminating  utility  screen 

12.1.6 Precautions when using the A7GT-BUS 

There  are  hardware  versions  of  the  A7GT-BUS that cannot  be  used for the  connected  CPU  and 
GOT  installation  distances. so take  due  caution. 

A7GT-BUS 
installing  position 

1 st  machine 

2nd  machine 
3rd  machine 

Distance  from  PC Connected  CPU Hardware  versions of the  A7GT-BUS 
CPU that  can be used. 

Q4ARCPU Versions C and later can  be  used.  Versions 
Installed  within  the ex- 

MELSEC-QnA series  tension  overall dis- 
A and B cannot  be  used. 

cannot  be  used. CPUs other  than Q4ARCPU tance  limitations. 
Versions B and  later  can  be  used  Version A 

Versions C and  later  can  be  used.  Versions 
A and B cannot  be  used. AOJ2HCPU 

MELSEC-A series  Versions A and  later  can  be  used. 
CPUs other  than 

cannot be used. AOJ2HCPU 
Versions B and later can be used. Version A 

Installed  without  the 
extension  overall  dis- 
tance  limitations. 
Installed  within  the  ex- 

extension  overall  dis- 
Installed  without  the 
tance  limitations. 

regardless of the  connected CPU or GOT. tension  overall dis- 
Version C and  later  can  be  used  and  versions A and B cannot  be  used 

The  hardware  version  can  be  checked to see if it  is  a  A7GT-BUS  main  module  back  rated  hard- 
ware  version. 

MlTSUBlSHl 

MODELA7GT-BUS 
I I 
1 DATE 9501 I 
I I I 

I MlTSUBlSHl 

I I 

Modules  for  which  there  is  no  version  written  in  the The  letter  indicated by the  arrow of the DATE column 
DATE column  are  hardware  version A . is the  hardware  version. 
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When  using  a bus connection,  the  GOT  must be assigned to one of the empty I/O slots in  the 
expansion  base  module.  The  assignment  is  made  using  the  expansion  stage  switch  and  the I/O 
slot  switch  on  the  left  side of the  bus  connection  module to which  the  GOT  is  connected. 

Expansion  staae  switch 

Set  the  number of expansion  stages of the  empty I/O slots to which  the GOT is assigned. 
1 to 7 : Sets  the  number of expansion  stages 
0, 8,9 : Cannot be used I 

'I 

I/O slot  switch 

Set  the  number of the  empty I/O slot to which  the  GOT  is  assigned. 
0 to 7 : Sets  the  number of the I/O slot 
8, 9 : Cannot be used 

Point 
The  GOT  cannot be assigned to an empty I/O slot on the main  base; it must  always be 
assigned to an  empty I/O slot on the  expansion  base. 

C 
i 
i 
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c4 

J 

When  no  expansion  base  unit  is  connected 

Because  the  GOT  cannot be assigned to an  empty I/O slot  on  the  main  base,  if  no  expan- 
sion  base  is  connected,  it  must  still be assigned to an  empty  slot in the  first  expansion 
stage. 

- Example of settings 

@ When 1 GOT  is  connected @ When 2 GOTs  are connected 

Expansion  stage  switch : 1 
I/O slot switch : 0 I/O slot switch : 0 

Expansion  stage  switch : 1 
I/O slot switch : 1 

@ when 3 GOTs  are  connected 

Expansion  stage  switch : 1 
I/O slot switch : 0 

Expansion  stage  switch : 1 
I/O slot switch : 1 

Expansion  stage  swttch : 1 
1/0 slot switch : 2 

Settings  when  the GOT is assigned  to  an  empty  slot  in  the  expansion  base  module 

Specify the  expansion  stage  in  the  empty  slot to which  the  GOT  is to be  assigned,  and  the 
slot  number. 

- Example of settings 
@ When 1 GOT  is  connected @ When 2 GOTs  are connected 

Expansion  stage  switch: 1 
I/O slot switch: 2 to 7 I/O slot switch: 2 to 7 

Expansion  stage  switch: 1 
I/O slot switch: 2 to 7 

Be  careful  that  the  same 1/0 slot switch 
is  not  used  for  more  than  one  setting. 

@ When 3 GOTs  are connected 

Expansion  stage  switch: 1 
I/O slot switch: 2 to 7 

Expansion  stage  switch: 1 
I/O slot switch: 2 to 7 

Expansion  stage  switch: 1 
I/O slot switch: 2 to 7 

Be  careful  that  the  same I/O slot switch 
is  not  used  for  more  than  one  setting. 

1 
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When  there  are  no empty I/O slots  in  the  expansion base module  to  which  the GOT 
is connected 

Set  the  empty slots in  the  next  expansion  stage of the  expansion  base  module  currently 
connected to the GOT. 

-Example of settings 

(iJ When 1 GOT is connected @ When 2 GOTs  are connected 

Expansion  stage  switch : 2 Expansion  stage  switch : 2 
I/O slot switch : 0 I/O slot switch : 0 

32 empty 110 points  in  the PC  CPU 
are  required. 

Expansion  stage  switch : 2 
1/0 slot switch : 1 

64 empty 1/0 points  in  the PC  CPU 
are  reauired. 

@) When 3 GOTs  are  connected 

Expansion  stage  switch : 2 
I/O slot switch : 0 

Expansion  stage  switch : 2 
1/0 slot switch : 1 

Expansion  stage  switch : i 
I/O slot switch : 2 

96 empty I/O points  in  the PC CPU 
are  required. 

Point 
If there  are no empty I/O slots in  any of the  expansion  base  modules  within  the  maximum 
range of expansion  stages,  the  expansion  stage  switch  and I/O slot  switch  should  be  set  as 
shown  above. If the  CPU to which  the GOT  is  connected  is  any of those listed below, how- 
ever, the above  settings  cannot be used.  There  must  always be an empty I/O slot in the 
expansion  base  module. 

. A30CPU * A4UCPU * Q3ACPU . Q4ACPU . AOJ2HCPU 
If the  CPU  connected to the GOT  is the AOJ2HCPU, the GOT  should  be  assigned to I/O slot 
0 to 3 of the  expansion  stage  module. 
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12.3 System Configuration When Connecting One QOT Module 

12.3.1 When  settinn GOT within  the  maximum  exDansion  distance 

: When  connecting  to  small-sized  PC  CPU = : When  connecting to large-sized PC  CPU 

Bus  connection  module 
(Select  either 0 or 0) 

I I 

Connection  cable I 

Case 9f using b& co!ywdon connection Case of using 
~~~ 

mochi%\jfO module of @ 
A1SC07WA1SC12B/A1SC30R/ 1 

Main base unit 
Expansion  base  unit 

I Large-sizedSmall-sized I 

k r i  PC  CPU 
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pansion  distance 

I GOT I 

Bus  connection  module 
(Select either @ or 0) 

: When  connecting to small-sized  PC  CPU = : When  connecting to large-sized PC  CPU 

Long-distance  bus  connection  cable - 
f1. 

Case of using  bus  connection  module of @ 

Case of using bus connedion  module of @ 
ABGT-C1 OOEXSS/ABGT-C200EXSS/A8GT-C3OOEXSS 

A7GT-C1 00EXS/A7GTC200EXS/A7GT-C3OOEXS 

Expansion  base  unit k Expansion  cable 

PC  CPU 
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12.4 System Configuration When Connecting Two GOT Modules 

12.4.1 When  connecting to large-sized  PC  CPU 

I GOT I (Select  either @ or 0) 
Items  required  for  system  configuration 
0 : When  both GOT modules are installed within 

e : When  the first GOT module is within 6.6 m 
6.6 rn (21.7 ft.) 

(21.7 ft.) and Uw m a d  is beyond 6.6 rn 

: When  both GOT modules  are  beyond 6.6 rn 

- 

(21.7 ft.) 

< (21.7 ft.) 

I Connection  cable I 

Case of usi bus connection module of @ Case of usin  bus  connection  module of @ 
A~SC~~&SC~~B/AISCWV A8GT-C1008S/AEGT-C200BS/ 
A1SC%EUA+8C608 AEGT-C300BS/Al  SCO7WA1  SC12B/ 

A1  SC3OBfAl  SC5OB/A1 SCGOB 
Case of using  bus  connection  module of 0 Case of usin  bus  connection  module of @ 

~~~~~ ~ ~~~~ 

AC06B/ACl2B(-R)IAC3OB(-R)/ 
ACOGWAC12B(-R)/AC30B(-R)/AC5OB(-R) AC50B(-R) 
A7GT-C100&A7GT-C200WA7GT-C30081 

Bus  connection  module 
(Select  either @ or 0) 

Connection cable 

0 p--J L 3  - Case of using  bus  connection  module of @ * 
@ wq ABGT-C100EXSS/A8GT-C200EXSS/ 

ABGT-CSOOEXSS 
Case of usin  bus  connection  module of 0 

Ai’GT-C1hEXS/A7GT-C200EXS/ 
A7GT-CWOEXS 1 

Connection  cable 1 n conversion  module 
Bus  connecter 

Caseofusi bkpmnection module  of @ 
ACOGW 

Case of using  bus  connection  module of 0 ACi2B R I  
Ac30BI:R{/ 

ABGT-Cl%WAA8GT-C3ONB/ 
ABcilTcSoNB 

ACC6WACl2B(-R)/AC30B(-R)/ 
AC:MRI-RI AC5OB(-R) 

Main  base  unit 
Expansion base unit 

_ - _ _ - _ _  

1 A7GT-CNB I 

1 Large-sized  PC  CPU 1 
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Bus  connection  module 
(Select either @ or @) 

I Items requird for  system  configuration 
0 : When both GOT  modules are installed  within 

: When  the  first  GOT  module  is  within 6.6 rn I 6.6 m (21.7 ft.) 

(21.7 tt.) and  the  second  is  beyond 6.6 m 
(21.7 n.) 
(21.7 n.) I = : When  both  GOT  modules  are  beyond 6.6 m 

Connection cable 

n 
Case of usin  bus  connection  module of @ Case of usin  bus  connection  module of @ 

A1 SC07BjA1 SC12BIA1 SC3OBl 
A8GT-C300BS/Al SC07WA1 SC12Bl A1 SC5OBlA1  SC6OB 
A8GT-C100#S/A8GT-C200BSl 

A1 SC30WA1 SC50BlAlSC60B 

I m I- 
. 

Bus  connection  module 

3 A7GT-BUS2S 
- 

Connection cable 

n 

Main base unit I I Small-sized PC CPU I 
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A 

12.5 System Configuration When Connecting Three GOT Modules 
When connecting three GOT modules, observe  the  following. 

Be  sure to set  the  first GOT module  within  the  maximum  expansion  distance. 
Please note that  there are  cases  in  which  three GOT modules  cannot  be  connected, depend- 
ing  on  the  applicable PC CPU or the GOT.  (Refer to Section 3.1.3) 

12.5.1 When  connecting to large-sized PC CPU 

I GOT I Bus connection  module 
(Select  either @ or 0) 

0 

m 
m 
c 

Items  required  for  system  configuration 
When al l  three GOT modules  are  installed 
within 6.6 m (21.7 ft.) 
When  the  first  and  second GOT modules are 
within 6.6 m (21.7 ft.) and the  third  is  beyond 6.6 m (21.7 ft.) 
When  the  first GOT module is within 6.6 rn (21.7 fi.) 
but the  second  and  third  modules are beyond 6.6 rn (21.7 ft.) 

I 

I Connection  cable 1 

A1 SC5OB/Al SCGOB A8GT-C300BWAlSC07B/AlSC12W 

Bus connection  module 
(Select  either 0 or 0) - 

I l l r n l l  : I *  
1 - 1  

10 A7GT-BUS2S 
- 

Connection  cable 

n 

L Case of usin bus connection module of @ Case of usin bus connection module of @ 
AlSC07B~lSCl2B/A1SC30B/ 
A1 S C W A 1  SCGOB 

Case of usi bus connection m u t e  of @ Case of usin bus conneetion module of @ 
ACOsB/A~12B(-R)/AC30B(-R)/ A7GT-C1 00&A7GT-C2008/A7GT-C300B/ 

A8GT-ClOO#SIA8GT-C200BS/ 
A8GT-C300BSIA1 SCO7BlAl SC12W 
A1 SC30WA1 SC50B/A1 SC6OB 

ACSOB(-R) ACOGWAC12B(-R)/AC3W(R)/AC50B(-R) 

Bus connection  module 
(Select  either @ or 0) 

Main base unit 

Connection  cable 1 

AEGT-C5ONB 
Case  of  usin bus connection  module of 0 

ACos~AelPB(-R)/AC30B(-R)/ 
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1 GOT I I Busconnection  module I 
(Select  either 0 or 0) 

(9 A7GT-BUSWA7GT-BUS2S 

f l  Items  required  for system configuration 
0 : When all three GOT modules are  installed 

: When the first  and  second GOT modules are 

= : Wattbe flrU GOT module k witMn 6.6 m (21.7 ft.) 

within 6.13 m (21.7 ft.) 

within 6.6 m (21.7 fi.) and the  third  is  beyond 6.6 m (21.7 ft.) 

~ t h e ~ c m d t h i r d m o d u ( e s c w e b b y o n d 6 . 6 m ( 2 1 . 7 f i . )  

Connection cable I 

A1 SC50B/A1 SCGOB  ABGT- C300BWAl  SC07WA1  SC12W 
m o d u l e s  of @ 

ACSOBf-R\ 
A7GTc3ooB/ 

ACOGB/ACI 2B(-R\/AC~[-RYAC50B(-RI 

4 

4 
c-----L Connection  cable 

Case d usi bus  connedion modules of @ Case of usin  bus  connection modules of @ 
AlSC07I%lSC12B/AlSC30B/  A8GT-Cl008S’A8GT-C2WBSl 
AI SCSOBIAI SCGOB ABGT-C300BS’AI  SC07WA1  SC12W 

A I  SC3OB/A1  SC50B/A1  SCGOB 

ACWAC12B(-R)/AC30B(-R)/ A7GT-C1 OO&A?@”lA7GT-C3OOW 
ACSOW-R)  ACOGWACI 2B(-R~/AC30B(-RYAC50B(-R) 

Case of using  bus  connection modules of @ Case of usin  bus  connection  modules of @ 

I GOT 

-b 

4 

Small-sized PC CPU 

Main  base  unit I 

I Connection  cable I c 
A1 SCM)B/Al SCGOB 

Case  of  usin  bus  connection  modules of 
At  SCWJbA1 SC07NWA1  SC30NW 
A1  SCSONB 
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12.6 System  Configuration  during Bus Connection with AOJPHCPU 
When  connecting  the bus with the  AOJ2HCPU  the  A7GT-BUSSS  and  A7GT-BU2S  cannot be used. 

12.6.1 System  configuration with connection of one GOT module 

When expansion base unit is not used 

GOT Items  required for  system  configuration 

Bus  connection  module 

= : When GOT module  is  installed  at  location 

= : When GOT module  is  installed  at  location 
within 6.6m (21.7 ft.) 

\ beyond 6.6171 (21.7 ft.) 

Connection  cable  Bus  connector 
conversion W u l e  

A7GT-ClOOEXS/A7GT-C200EXS/ 
AOJ2CWWAOJ2Cl OB ~ 7 ~ ~ 4 3 0 0 ~ ~ s  A7GT-CNB 

I 

M Power supply  module 

AOJ2-PW 

I I/O cable I 

B AOJ2CMB/AOJ2Cl OB 
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12 System Configurations  When  Making Bus Connectim MEiSEC GOT 

GOT I /  Items  required for system  configuration 
..' . . 

I = : when Gopmod~le  IS installed at  location - : When GOT module is instatled  at  location 
within  6.6177 (21.7 ft.) 

beyond 6.6m  (21.7 ft.) 

Bus connection  module 
I I 

I bnO I I 1 - 1  

I Connection  cable I Bus  connector 
conversion  module 

m 
ACOGB/AC12B(-R)/AC30B(-RY ~ 

A7GTC1 WEXS/A7GT-C200EXS/ 
ACWB(-R) A7GT-C300EXS 

I 

A7GT-CNB 

I Expansion  base unit 
(A55B,A65B) I 
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12.6.2 System  configuration with connection of two GOT modules 

a When expansion base unit is not used 

I GOT I Items required for system configuration 
0 : When both GOT modules are installed at 

= : When the first GOT rodule is  installed  at 
location  within 6.6 rn (21.7 ft.) 

location wittUrt 6.S m (21.7 It.) and the 
second is  at  location  beyond  6.6 rn (21.7 fl 

beyond 6.6 rn (21.7 ft.) 
= : When  both  GOT modules are  at  location 

Connection  cable I 

n 
I 

1 

I ~usconnection module I I Connection  cable I GOT 
I I .I I 

i p E i E W - 1  
A7GT-CPOOEXSI 

I I I 
I A7GT-BUS2 I 1 - 1  

l -4  Connection  cable Bus  connector - 
I A7GT-CNB I 

1 Power  supply  module I AOJPHCPU I/O cable 1 
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I GOT I I Bus  connection  module I I 
7 

Items  required for  system  configuration 
0 : When both GOT modules are installed at 

= : When  the first GOT module Is installed at 
location within 6.6 m (21.7 ft) 

second  is at location bey@ 6.6 m (21.7 It.) 
location  within 6.6 m (21.7 it.) and the 

= : When both GOT m0dU)es are at laxtion 
' bsymd 6.6 m (21.7 n.) 

I I 

1 il I-- I I I 

. ,  
AC50B(-R) 

. ,  
A7GT-C300B/AC06B/AC12B(-R)/ 

, > -  

I Bus  cormection  module GOT v 

I a I  

I A7GT-BUS2 I 

a CbMectin cable 1 Busconnecter I 

LT conversion  module -m 
A7GT-CNB 

- - - - - - - 

Power supply module I 110 cable I ,_ ~ AOJPHCPU 
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12.7  Differences  between  A7GT-BUS  BUS2  and A7GT-we4$- 
The  differences  between  A7GT-BUS/BUS/BUS2  and A7GT-BUSSBUS2S are  presented  below. 

, 

Connector  size 

Depth  dimensions 
when the GOT  is 
installed. 

A f G T - B W U S 2  
Large-sized  CPU  type  expansion con- 
nector size 

GOT side face 

@I 

A7GT-BUSSiBUS2S 

103 mm 
(4.06 inch) 

83 mm 

AIM-BUWR.US2S 
Small-sized  CPU type expansion connector 

GOT side  face 

k A7GT-BUSiBUS2 

k *1 4 
'1 The depth  dimension  varies  depending  on 

the  cable  that  is connected. 

Cable model  name Depth dimension 
(Unit: mm (inch)) 

I AC06/12/30/50B I 210  (8.27) I 
A1 SC05/07/30/50B 190 (7.48) 

I -  

A7GT-BUWBUS2  and A7GT-BUSSBUS2S cannot be combined  and  used. 
(Example)  Case of connecting two GOT  modules 

Please note that when connecting  more  than one GOT module  through  bus  connections, 

I A7GT-gUS 
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A 

PPs/A87OGOT 

MlTSUBlSHl 

-3- 

A8GT-70GOT-EW 285 209.5 206.5 265 I A8GT-70GOT-EB I (1 1.2) I (8.2) 1 (8.1) I (10.4) 

w 

E I F  

A8GT-70GOT-SW 
A8GT-70GOT-SB 

(12.6) A8GT-70GOT-TW 
300 202  81 226 230  320 

A8GT-70GOT-TB 
(1 1.8) (8.0) (3.2) (8.9) (9.1) 

* With power supply module and  communications module installed 

t 

i 
i 

Unit:  mm  (inch) ,/ 

T (0.6) (0.5) 
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Amendix MELSEC GOT 

Appendix 2. Depth  Dimension  When Loading Communications Module 
(1)  When  using  A7GT-BUS/BUS2 

'1 The depth  dimension vanes depending  on 
GOT side  face the  cable  that  is  connected. 

i 
i 

i 

, 

(2)  When  using  A7GT-BUSS/BUS2S 

GOT side  face 

A7GT-BUSSBUS2S 

103 mm 
(4.06 inch) 

m 83 mrn 

I Cable  model name Depth  dimension 
( Unit:mm (inch)) 

I AC06/12/30/50B I 210  (8.27) I 
A I  SC05/07/30/5OB 190  (7.48) 
A7GT-C100/200/300EXS 

I ACl2/30/50B-R I 110  (4.33) I 

(3)  When  using  A7GT-J71AP23/A7GT-J71  LP23 

GOT side  face 

I 1 fl I , A7GT-J71AP23/A7GT-J71  LP23 

& * - z  '2  This  dimension  is  at  a  maximum of 195  mm  (7.68  inch) 

m 83 mm and  a  minimum of 80 mm (3.15 inch), depending  on 
the  connecting optical fiber  cable  and  connector. 



Amendiu MELSEC m r  

GOT side face 

w 83 mrn 

(5) When  using  A7GT-J71AT23 

GOT side  face 

*3 This  dimension is at a  maximum of 80 mm  (3.1 5 inch) 
and a  minimum of 73 mm (2.87 inch), depending on 
the connecting  coaxial  cable. 

P-4 
83 mm 
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ABGT-70PRF 

9.5 . 
(0.37)- I _  92  (3.62) - ,- 

105  (4.13) * c 

Unit:  mm  (inch) 

Appendix 4 A7GT-CNB  External  Dimensions  Diagram 

From base 

h :1 
Installation  hole To BUS2 4 1 A7GTGNB 

IN 

39.5  (1.56) 
48 (1.89) 

Virtual  Installation  diagram 
when  connector  for  AC06/ 
12/30/5OB  has  been  attached. 

,/,connection modu;l / 

4.25 
0.1 7) 
- 

Unit: mm (inch) 
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n n 

haci I -/UKW 
.................... L..................J 0 

9.5 92 (3.62) - 
:0.37) 

c 

L 105 (4.1 3) 
.I 

L 
d 

42.6 (1 .Sa) 
I 

50.8 (2.00) 
I 

V 

c 

t 

\ 

C 

Unit: mm (inch) 

I 
(I 

i 
I 

)r 
I 
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